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PREFACE _ _ _ _ _ _ « _ 
Multiple hypergeometric functions are now awe-inspiration 
in their scope, variety and depth. Although the intr ins ic mathe-
matical in teres t of these functions i s considerable many research 
workers w i l l be more concerned with their wide applications in 
S t a t i s t i c s , Physics, Operational Research, Engineering, Quantum 
Mechanics, Lie Theory and Theory of Elast ic i ty e t cetera . Not 
only there i s rapid growth in pure mathematics and i t s applicatic 
in these tradit ional f i e l d s , but new f i e ld of application are 
emerging in biology, ecology and soc ia l sc iences . 
Multiple hypergeometric functions constitute a natural 
generalization of the Gauss hypergeometric functions of one 
variable . Since the introduction of double hypergeometric 
function by Appell and tr iple hypergeometric function by 
Lauricel la , numerous papers by many workers in the f i e l d have 
been published and the theory has been considerably extended. 
An extensive study was made in Europe, America and India of 
these multiple functions which produced explosion of knowledge 
of the subject . 
i i 
In the present work, the author explores the inter-
connection of the general double and tr ip le functions introduced 
by Appell [ 5 ] , Kampe" de Feriet [ 5 ] , Lauricella [66] ,Horn[34;p.36]^ 
Saran [105], Srivastava [ l 2 l ] , [122] , [ 126] and Exton [34] and discussed 
their expansions, summations, i d e n t i t i e s , transformations and 
reduction. This work is an attempt to give new resu l t s and to 
unify and general ize certain resu l t s scattered in l i terature by 
various researchers such as Bailey [8 ] , [ 9 ] , Gould [ 3 9 ] , 
ErdelYi[26], [ 2 8 ] , Brychkov etal [ 1 2 ] , Exton [ 3 4 ] , Pathan [ 9 1 ] , 
Pathan and Qureshi [ 9 6 ] , Prudnikov [ICXD], Sinha [116], and Srivas-
tava and Hussain [129] and Glasser and Montaldi [ 3 7 ] . 
The thes i s has been made s e l f contained by the inclusion, 
in Chapter 1, of the brief treatment of the def init ions and 
notations of the special functions with their convergence 
conditions. This chapter intended to provide an introduction 
to variety of hyperge©metric functions together with other 
special functions used in the thesis* This would serve two 
purposes. F i r s t , i t does discuss the basic concepts of the 
functions, more or l e s s from scratch. Second i t seeks to place 
i l l 
the study of la ter chapters in such a way that e x p l i c i t refer-
ences may be applied and be brought gradually to a l eve l of 
considerable proficiency* 
Chapter 2 , devoted to obtain a number of transformation 
p:r;u 
and reduction formulae involving F „ . . . „ which appear to be new. 
q. s,v 
These have been derived by finding an integral involving the 
product of Bessel functions of different order and argument and 
Legendre polynomials in terms of the generalized hypergeometric 
functions. 
Chapter 3 , incorporates a number of transformations of 
t r ip l e hypergeometric funct ions . The main i n t e r e s t of this 
chapter i s that the Eulerian integral formula (obtained in Section 
3 .2) i s evaluated in terms of Lauricel la 's functions Fg and Fg 
and Srivastava function F^  ' . Certain transformations of Appell's 
function F| and F^ and Kampe de Fer i e t ' s function FJ . are also 
•L o c: m^  n 
obtained from our main resu l t s and are l i s t e d in Section ( 3 . 3 ) . 
In Chapter 4 , we obtained an expansion of generalized 
(k) (n) 
Horn's function H^  with the help of the re su l t of Exton [34] 
, , (k) (n) 
and Pathan [ 9 1 ] . The main resu l t of H^  has been used in a 
iv 
na tu ra l way to get the expansion of F^, F Q , F 2 » F ^ and H^. 
More spec i a l ly , we have shown t h a t some of these expansions 
a r e , in f ac t , t ransformation formulas of L a u r i c e l l a ' s function 
F Q , Panday function GQ, Appe l l ' s function Fj^,F2 and F^ . 
Chapter 5 dea l s with the product of hypergeometrie 
func t ions . In this chapter we have obtained the genera t ing 
function for product of hypergeometrie func t ions . Many specia l 
cases involving the product of polynomials of J a c o b i , Laguerre, 
Besse l , Hermite and Rice are obta ined . 
F ina l ly chapter 6 provides us a unified p r e s e n t a t i o n of 
a c l a s s of Humbert's polynomials which general izes the well 
known c lass of Gegenbauer, Legendre, P incher le , Horadam, Kinney, 
Horadam-Pethe, Gould and Milovanovic^Dordevic'polynomials and 
many not so well known polynomials . We devote ourse lves to 
obtain some basic r e l a t i o n s involving the genera l ized Humbert 
polynomials and then take up severa l generating func t ions , hyper-
geometric r ep resen ta t ions and expansions in s e r i e s of some 
r e l a t i v e l y more f ami l i a r polynomials of Legendre, Gegenbauer and 
Laguerre . 
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The theory of d i f ferent ia l equations has originated a 
large nunber of new functions* We c a l l them as special functions, 
special in the sense that they arise as the solutions of special 
problems. Most of these applications l i e in the f i e l d of applied 
mathematics, s t a t i s t i c s , physics , engineering, quantum mechanics. 
Lie theory and theory of e l a s t i c i t y e t cetera. 
Theory of special functions plays a basic role in the 
formalism of mathematical physics and applied mathematics. I t 
covers extremely wide domain of study^first ly formulated by the 
pioneering works of Euler, Gauss, Laplace, Bessel , Legendre, 
Jacob!, Hermite, Laguerre, Riemann and many others, secondly by 
Whittaker, Watson, Ramanujan, Appell, Ragab, Hard/, Lebdev, 
Erdelyi , Chaundy, Meijer, Bailey, Fox e t cetera and continuously 
refined by new achivements and suggestions within the context 
of applied sc iences . 
Gtneratir^ functions, suBnations, transformations and 
reduction formulae have been studied, stimulated by pure mathe-
matical cur ios i ty as well as by spec i f i c problems. In the theory 
of special funct ions , summation, transformations and reduction 
formulae have received some attent ion ( l i t t l e in author's 
opinion) during the l a s t years. To quote a few recent research 
papers where transformations play a crucial role in the study 
of special funct ions , we recal l the work of Abiodun [ l ] , Antone 
[ 3 ] , BaviejaC6], [ 7 ] , Bhonsle [ lO] , Carl i tz [ 1 5 ] , [ 1 6 ] , [ 1 7 ] , 
Carlson [18] Chandel [ l 9 ] , Chhabra and Rusia [ 2 0 ] , Dange [ 2 1 ] , 
De Oliveira [ 2 3 ] , Deshpande [ 2 4 ] , Erdelyi [ 2 9 ] , [ 3 0 ] , Exton [ 3 1 ] , 
[ 3 2 ] , [ 3 3 ] , [ 3 5 ] , Gottschalk [ 3 8 ] , Grosjean and Sharma [ 4 0 ] , 
Grosjean and Srivastava [41 ] , Joshi [ 5 1 ] , Kalnins and Manocha [53] 
Kalia [ 5 2 ] , Kant and Koul [ 5 5 ] , Karlsson [ 5 6 ] , [ 5 7 ] , [ 5 8 ] , Khan 
and Pathan [ 6 0 ] , [ 6 1 ] , Kita [ 6 3 ] , Lavoie and Grondin [67 ] , 
Mahajan [ 6 8 ] , [ 6 9 ] , Manihar and Banarji [ 7 0 ] , Mendas [74 ] , 
Miller [ 7 5 ] , MUler and Srivastava [ 7 6 ] , Misra and Paliwal [81] 
Wall and Qureshi [ 8 2 ] , Mukherjee [ 8 1 ] , Nguen [ 8 4 ] , Okamoto [ 8 6 ] , 
Oaalhuis [ 8 7 ] , Pathan [ 9 0 ] , [ 9 2 ] , [ 9 3 ] , [ 9 4 ] , [ 9 5 ] , Pathan, 
Qureshi and Khan [97]» Qureshi and Wall [ l O l ] , Sala [103] , 
Saran [106] , Sharma [108] , [ 1 0 9 ] , Sharma and Ahmad [ l l O ] , 
Sharma [ i l l ] , Singh and Bhat t [ 113 ] , [114] , Singh and Singh [115] , 
Srivastava [118] , [119] , [ 1 2 3 ] , [ 125 ] , Sr ivas tava and 
Damjanovic [ 121 ] , Sr ivas tava and Exton [128] , Sr ivas tava and 
Panda [135] , Tuan and Kal la [ 1 3 4 ] , Viskov [135] and Yan [137] , 
This Chapter aims a t in t roduc t ion of severa l c l a s ses of 
spec ia l function which occur r a t h e r more f requent ly in the study 
of applied sc ience . We presen t some basic d e f i n i t i o n s and 
properties of spec ia l funct ions needed for the p resen ta t ion of 
subsequent chapters* 
We f i r s t give the d e f i n i t i o n s of Gamma funct ions (and 
r e l a t e d functions) and then proceed to hypergeometrie functions 
(and t h e i r genera l i za t ion) in sec t ion 1.2, while a b r ie f account 
of o ther hypergeometrie functions of two and several va r i ab l e s 
are presented in sec t ion 1.3 and 1,4 r e spec t ive ly . In 1.5 we 
p r e s e n t the d e f i n i t i o n s of orthogonal polynomial and some hyper-
geometric r ep resen ta t ions of polynomials. A concept of generating 
funct ions (and t h e i r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s ) i s given in the l a s t 
sec t ion 1.6. 
1.2 GAUSSIAN HyPERGEOMETRIC SERIES AND ITS GENERALIZATIONS 
With a view to introducing the Gaussian hypergeometric 
ser ies and i t s generalizations> we recal l here some definit ions 
and i d e n t i t i e s involving Pochhaomer's synbol (a),^> Gainna 
function TTZ) and the related functions. 
The Gaaiia Function 
One of the simplest but very important special functions 
i s the Gamma function TTz) defined by 
rcz) = 
oo - t Z - 1 
/ e t dt , Re(z) > o 
( 1 . 2 . 1 ) 
TTz+l) . 
't z p 0 ,—1,—2,• . , • 
In fact» the Gamma function TTx) i s a generalization of 
the factorial function xi from the domain of pos i t ive Integers 
to the domain of a l l real numbers except as 0 » - l > - 2 y . . . • 
The Pochhammer* s Symbol 
The Pochhammer symbol (a) Is defined by 
: 5 : 
n a(a-t-l)...(a-»-n-l), if n ^ l (1.2.2) 
if n » o 
(a) 
In particular, (1)„ « nj , hence the symbol (a)^ i s also 
referred to as the factorial function. 
In terms of Gamna functions, we have 
( « ) ^ , n f ! 2 L , a;t0,.1..2 (1.2.3) 
Via) 
Furthermore, the binomial co>efficient may now be expressed as 
n 
a a(o+l) . . . (a-n+l) (-1) (-o)_ (^) = =. D . (1.2.4) 
n| ni 
Also, we have 
«^^ »4.n * («)m ^^^"^n' (1.2.5) 
n 
(-1) 
(«J-n " 7 r » n i 1; a ;* 0 , + l , + 2 , . . . . (1.2.6) 
( l -a )„ 
and ^ 
(«)n.k-": . » 0 i k i n. (1.2.7) 
^^ ( l -a -n) , j 
For a « 1, equation (1.2*7) y ie lds 
: 6 : 
(n-k)l » , 0 i k i n. (1 .2 .8) 





0 1 k i n 
k > n . 
(1 .2 .9) 
Gauss's mult ipl icat ion formula: 
For every pos i t ive integer m» we have 
o+p-1 mn _m 
<«)«.-•• TL ( 
pal m 
)^ , n « 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . (1.2.10) 
which reduces to Legendre duplication formula vMhen m » 2 , v i z . 
2n 
^«>2n = 2 ( f )„ ( S ^ ) „ , n . 0 , 1 , 2 , 
. . . . . (1 .2 .11) 
In particular, we have 
. V 2n , 2n , 
(2n)l . 2 (^)^ ni and (2n+l)i - 2 ( | ) ^ nt . (1.2.12) 
• 7 • 
Also [13.1; problem 2 , p.86] 
I f m being a pos i t ive integer, then 
mk 
(a)n-«ir ^ • 0 i k 1 [n/m] . (1 .2 .13) 
n-mk ^ 
T^T, <J=r)k 
For a * 1, ( 1 .2 .13 ) g ives 
mk (-1/m) ni , , , , , 
(n-mk)] » —1 •*, 0 < k < [n/ra] . (1.2.14) 
The Gaussian Hypergeometrie Function 
The hypergeometrie s e r i e s 
^ y, , a(a+l) b(b+l) ^^ 
+ . . . 
- (a)„ (b)„ n 
2 — 7 - ; — ^ » (1.2 .15) 
n-o (c )^ "i 
(c ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) 
was introduced by a German mathematician C.F. Gauss in 1812, 
: 8 : 
and i s a generalization of ordinary geometric s e r i e s . Here (a) 
denotes the Pochhammer* s synibol, defined by (1 .2 .3 ) . 
If c i s zero or a negative integer, the ser ies (1 .2 .15) 
does not e x i s t and hence the function F(a»b;c;z) i s not defined 
unless one of the parameter a or b i s also a negative integer 
such that - c < -a* If e i ther of the parameters a or b i s a 
negative integer m then in this case (1>2.15) reduces to the 
hypergeometrie polynomial defined by 
(-m) (b) m ^ 'n *"'n n 
F(-m,b;c;z) « I z , —. < z < - . (1 .2 .16) 
n»o (c )^ ni 
The ser i e s given by ( 1 . 2 . 1 5 ) , converges absolutely within 
the l imi t c i r c l e | z| < 1 and | z | « 1, provided that 
Re(c-a-b) > 0 for z « 1 and Re(c-a-b) > -1 for z « - 1 . 
Generalized Hypergeometrie Functions 
A natural generalization of the hypergeometric function 
jF, i s the generalized hypergeometric function, so cal led F . 
* P q' 
which i s defined as 





E i ^7 , (1.2.17) 
n-o [ (b)]„ " i 
where, as usual. 
( a i ) „ . : p ^ and [ (a ) ]„ - J " ^ ( a , V 
Here p and q are positive integers or zero, the numerator 
parameters a]^ ,.««,a^  and the denominator parameters bj^ ,...,b 
take on complex values, provided that 
bj ^ 0,-1,-2,...i j » 1,2,...,q. 
Convergence of ^F^ 
p q 
( i ) If p <, q, the series converges for a l l f in i t e z. 
( i i ) If p * q+1, the ser ies converges for jzj < 1 and 
diverges for |zl > 1. 
( i i i ) If p > q+1, the ser ies converges only when z « 0 and 
diverges Mien z j^ 0« 
: 10 : 
( i v ) If p a qf l , the ser ies Is absolutely convergent on 
c i r c l e | z| « 1 if 
Re( £ b . - £ a.) > 0 for z s x 
J-1 J j« l J 
q p 
and Re( £ b^ - £ a )^ > -1 for z « - 1 j - 1 -^  j» l y 
An important special case when p » q » i , (1 .2.17) 
reduces to the confluent hypergeometrie ser ies ^F^ named 
as Kummer's ser ies [64] and i s given by 
, F | ( a ; c ; z ) = Z nt 
n=o ( c ) j j 
lim -F , (a ,b ;c ;z /b ) (1 .2 .18 ) 
| b | >o. 2 1 
j^Fj^(a;c;z) i s a lso denoted by Humbert's symbol (|)(a;c;z) and 
i t i s known as confluent hypergeometrie function of f i r s t kind. 
We note that a dif ferential property for j^F|C2;p. 300] 
is 
d' («)k 
—e | F , ( a ; c ; x ) « ,F,(a+k;c+k;x) (1 .2 .19) 
dx"- ^ ^ (c)^ 
: 11 : 
The Gauss hypergeometrie function Jr^ and the confluent 
hypergeonetrie function F^^ ^ form the core of special functions 
and include as special cases nost of the commonly used functions. 
The 2^. includes as special eases, most of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials* Legendre function, the incomplete Beta 
function etc . On the other hand, F^^ ^ includes as i t s special 
cases, the Bessel funetionsf coulomb wave equation e tc . 
Note:- If the homogeneous linear differential equation of 
second order has almost three singularities, we may assume that 
these are at 0 , » , 1 . If al l these singularities are 'regular* 
(Cf. Poole [98] ) , the equation reduces to the form 
2 
z(l-2) —2 + [c-(a+kH-l)z] 1^ - abu » 0 ^ (1.2.20) 
dz 
w^ere a,b,c (independent of z) are parameters of the 
equation. Equation (1.2.20) is called hypergeometrie having 
the solution (1.2.15) 
12 : • 1 r> • 
1 . 3 HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES 
App«ll Funct ions 
In 1880t Appell [4] introduced four hypergeometrie s e r i e s , 
which are given below 
- (*)m+n(*>)m(*^'>n » " 
F , [ a , b , b ' ; c ; x , y ] « E — f^  ^ (1 .3 .1) 
m.n-o (c)„^„ • • 
{ ix l , |y|} max ^ l . y U < 1 
0. ( ^ W (*>)«(»'• > n » " 
F 2 [ a , b . b ' ; c , c « ; x , y ] = I ^ ^ (1-3.2) 
m,n«o ( c ) ^ (c»)n 
| x | + | y | < 1 
(a) (a*) (b) (b*) m n 
M ^"'m ^ ' n * 'm ^ ' n ™ ' 
F 3 [ a , a » , b , b » ; c ; x , y ] - E i - Jf- (1 .3 .3) mt ni, 
m+n 
[1x1, ly|} max  , y h < 1 
F 4 [ a , b ; c , c * ; x , y ] = E JL. X- ( 1 . 3 . 4 ) 
m,n=o ( c ) „ ( c ' ) « " i " i re n 
rixi + y | y | < 1 . 
: 13 : 
Here, as u s u a l , the denominator parameter c and c ' are 
n e i t h e r zero nor a negative i n t e g e r . 
The s tandard work on the theory of Appell s e r i e s i s the 
monograph by Appell and Kampe de F e r i e t [ 5 ] . See Erdelyi e t a l . 
[26; pp. 222-245] for a review of the subsequent work on the 
subjec t ; see a l so S l a t e r [117; Chapter 8] and Exton [34; pp.23-28] 
Horn Functions 
In 1931, Horn [45] defined 10-hypergeometric functions 
of two v a r i a b l e s and denoted them by Gj^,G2»G^,Hj^, • •• ,H^; he 
thus completed the s e t of a l l poss ib le complete hypergeometric 
funct ions of two v a r i a b l e s . See a lso [131 ; pp . 56-57] and 
Erdelyi e t a l . [26; pp. 224-228]. 
Here we need H^ only which i s defined as fol lows: 
«• ^^^2mfn ^^^n " " 
H 4 [ a , b ; c , d ; x , y ] . E ^ JL. (1 .3 .5 ) 
m,n^ (c)„ (d)^ »l "'. 
2 
Jx| < r , | y | < s , ur » (s-1) . 
: 14 : 
Th« Kaaip* d« F«rl«t Function 
The four Appell s e r i e s were unified and genera l ized 
by Kampe de F e r i e t [ 5 4 ] , who defined a general hypergeometric 
s e r i e s in two v a r i a b l e s . (See Appell and Kampe' de F e r i e t [ 5 ; 
p . 150 (29) . 
The no ta t ion Introduced by Kampe de F e r i e t fo r h i s 
double hypergeometrie funct ion of superior order was subse-
quent ly abbreviated by Burchnall and Chaundy [13 ; p . 112] . We 
r e c a l l here the d e f i n i t i o n of a more general double hyper-
geometric function in s l i g h t l y modified nota t ion ( see [132; 
p . 423 ( 2 6 ) ] ) . 
't :m;n 
( a j : (bJ; (c^); 
(at): ( P j ; ( Y „ ) ; 
x,y 
r,s=o 
•fr(aJ_^_ f(ib.)^ flic. 
s r s 
= Z 
r,8=o [ ( « , ) ] „ , [ ( P J ] , [(Y„)] r I SI (1 .3 .6 ) 
: 15 : 
whex«» for convergence, 
(i) p+q < t+m+l, p+k < l+n+1, |xl < «o, |y| < «o. 
or 
( i i ) p+q « <-HB+l, p+k » l+n+1, and 
f l/(p-0 , l/(p-0 | x | + | y | < 1, if p >l , 
max { |x | , |y |}< 1 . i f P i < • 
Also, we note t h a t 
1:1%! 
F = F j 
1:0;0 ^ 
1:1;1 
F « F, 
0 : l i l 
0:2;2 
F « F. 
l :0 ;O 
2:0;0 
0 : 1 ; 1 
(1 .3 .7) 
1.4 OTHER HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
Lauricella Function of n-variablet 
L a u r i c e l l a [66] fur ther genera l ized the four Appell 
functions Fj^»..*,F^ to functions of n -va r i ab le s and defined 
; 16 : 
his function as follows (see [131; p*60]). 
IB, in_ 
£ ^ _ I • • • _ 1 
1 n 
|x^l + . . . + Ix l^ < 1; (1.4.1) 
FQ [aj^t • . . ,a^tb^«b2' ••••'^n'^'^l'** **'^ n'' 
Z i — Q i Q _ ^ . . , - p - , (1 .4 .2) 
•"l »n=° (^>m, + ...+m„ ^ * "' 
1 n 
max { | x ^ ) , . . . , | x ^ | ] < 1 ; 
(n) 




a. ( * ) m J. Am ( b ) « . . „ X, ^ 
"• iDi "T . . < +in_ m. + • • • +in i 
E - i D i Q _ / I yi ON 
"I "n-o ( < ^ i \ — (S>m„ » l l **'«»«•/ ^''^-^^ 
rix^l+.. .+y|x^l < 1; 
: 17 : 
nil f • • • f DL^"^ 





• » • , 
n • 
Clearly, we have, 
(2) (2) (2) (2) 
^A " ^2 ' ^B = ^3 5 C^ = ^4 '^^ ^ ^0 ^ ^1 
and 
(1) (1) (1) (1) , , ^ ^. 
A^ = ' 'B " ' C = P D = / I - ''-^-'^ 
Lauricel la [66; p.114] introduced 14-complete hyper-
geometric functions of three variables and of second order, 
denoted by the symbols 
of which FifF2,F5 and Fg correspond to the three variables 
Lauricella functions F^ , Fg , F^ and F^ defined by 
(1 .4 .1 ) to ( 1 . 4 . 4 ) with n » 3. The remaining ten functions 
: 18 : 
Fgf F^, F^ , Fy, Fg, ^ io»"*»^14 °^ L a u r i c e l l a ' s s e t apprently 
f e l l into ob l iv ion (except t ha t there i s an i s o l a t e d appearance 
of t r i p l e hypergeometrie function Fg in a paper by Mayr [ 7 1 ; 
p . 2 6 5 ] . Saran [105] i n i t i a t e d a systematic study of these ten 
t r i p l e hypergeometrie functions of L a u r i c e l l a ' s s e t . He denoted 
h i s t r i p l e hype rgeome t r i e function by the symbols (see [13:1; 
pp . 66-68]) 
Here we need FQ and Fg only which i s defined as follows: 
FQ[a^,a^,aj^,Pj^,p2»P3JYifY2»Y2JX,y,z] 
(«l>mfn-Hp ^hK ^P2>n ^^ S^ p " J^ P 
S ' -^ h h (i-^-6) 
| x | < r , | y | < s, | z | < t , r+s « 1 = r + t ; 
<«l^m ^«2Jn+p ^^iK <P2>n ^^3^p » " P 
K^ TTl h h h ^^ -^ -"^  «.n .p-o ( Y i ) ^ „ ^ p 
» • • 
| x | < r , | y | < s, | z | < t , r+s • r s , s « t . 
: 19 : 
Sxivastava's Triple S«ri«t H., Hg and HQ 
In 1964, Srivastava [122] gave three additional t r ip le 
hypergeonetrie functions of second order, which bear his name* 
Their series defini t ions are given below: 
H^(a»P»P*;Y»Y*;x,y,2) 
(a) (B) (B*) m n P 
Z i- ^ iL. X. i - (1.4.8) 
m.n .p^ ( Y ) „ ( Y O „ ^ P ^'- '^- PI 
|x | < r , |y | < s, | z | < t , r+s+t =» 1+st; 
Hg(o,p,p*;Yj^,Y2fT3;x,y,2) 
- («)nH.p <P>»*n ^^'>n+p » " / 
E — ^ — — - h h h (1-4.9) 
"^n^p-o (yiV(Y2)nCY3)p "^ "^ ^l 
jxl < r , |y | < s, |zl < t , r-i-s+t + 2 f r s t = 1; 
and 
HQ(o,p,p»;Y5x,y,z) 
(«>m^p (P>m+n (P*>n+p « " P 
I 5 T 777 ^ (1.4.10) 
-•"•P-<> (Y>».n.p ""' "• ^• 
| x | < 1, ly | < 1. Ul < 1. 
: 20 : 
(3> r Th« GeiMxal Triple Hyperg«OB«trie Ser ies F [ x , y , z i 
A un i f i ca t ion of L a u r i c e l l a 14-hypergeoiMtric functions 
F ^ f ' v F , ^ of three v a r i a b l e s [66$ p«114] and the addi t ional 
funct ions H^, Hg, H^ [126; pp . 99«100] was Introduced by 
Sr ivastava [121; p* 428] who defined a general t r i p l e hyper-
(3) 
geometric s e r i e s F [ x , y » z ] : 
(3)^ , (3) 
F [ x , y , z ] « F 
( a ) : : ( b ) ; ( b » ) 5 ( b ' • ) : ( € ) ; ( c M ; ( c » » ) ; 
x ,y ,z 
> ) : : ( g ) ; ( g ' ) i ( g " ) : ( h ) ; ( h M ; ( h ' » ) 5 
m n p 
. r A(">.n.p) f; ^ FT' ^ i - * ' " ^ 
m,n,p*o • *^ -
where, for convenience. 
A (m,n,p) (h)]j(hMy(hT 
(1 .4 .12) 
as usual* (a) abbravia tes the ar ray of A-parameters a^, ••»,&.» 
with s imi lar i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s for ( b ) , ( b ' ) , ( b ' * ) t e t ce te ra and 
! 21 : 
For convergence of ser ies ( l « 4 . 1 l ) , see [131; p.TO] • 
In 1963, Panday [89] gave two tr iple hypergeometric 
s e r i e s of Horn's type and the i r ser ies def in i t ion i s given 
below (see also [131; p.70]) 
GA(«»P»P'5TfX,y,z) 
«. <«>n+p.m<P>nH.p^P'>n / J" P 
in,n,p=o vY)n^.p_„ . . »'. 
which provides a generalization of Appell's function Fj^  and 
Horn's function G ,^ Gj; 
GB^"»Pl»p2'P3»^'^'^'^^ 
(«)n+p.m ^Pl>m ^^2^ ^ ^ 3 ^ " " P 
which i s generalization of Appell* s function Fj^  and the Horn 
function G2« 
: 22 : 
1.5 aASSICAL POLYNOMIALS 
Associated Lagutxxt Polynondals 
(a) 
r r e polynomial L 
by the generating r e l a t i o n 
An assoc ia ted Laguer  (x) i s defined 
-1 -a ^x o. (a) n 
(1 - t ) exp(-|fj) « E L^ (x) t , (1 .5 .1 ) 
n=*o 
or 
( 1 - t ) exp ( -x t ) « E L (x) t . (1 .5 .2) 
nao 
For a = o, equat ion (1 .5 .1 ) reduces to genera t ing function for 
simple Laguerre polynomial . 
(1 - t ) exp i ^ ) = E L^(x) t . (1 .5 .3 ) 
In p a r t i c u l a r , for x - 0 
(a) n-fa a <» a n 
L (o) - ( ) and (1+t) =« z („) t | t | < 1 . (1 .5 .4 ) 
n n=o 
For a a o, (1 .5 .2 ) reduces to 
n n 
-n (-1) X 
^n ^^^ • rTi— • (1 .5 .5) 
: 23 : 
A s e r i e s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of L^ ( x ) , fo r non negat ive in teger n i s 
(a) n (-.1) (n-^a)l x 
L^ (x) » S • (1 .5 .6 ) 
" Ic»o kl (n -k) | (a+k)! 
When a « 0 , i t r e a d i l y follows t h a t 
k k 
L j x ) « £ X • (1 .5 .7 ) 
" k-o ( k i ) 2 (n-k)l 
Jacob! Polynomials 
( a . p ) 
The Jacobi polynomials 9^ (x) are defined by the 
generating funct ion 
o+P - 1 -o -p « ( a , p ) n 
2 / ( l- t+jJ) (l+t+Z) - S P« ( x ) t , (1 .5 .8 ) 
n=o 
Re(a) > - 1 , Re(p) > - 1 
2 V2 
where / • ( l - 2 x t + t ) and n be a non-negative in t ege r . 
The Jacobi polynomials have the t h r e e f i n i t e s e r i e s represen-
t a t i o n s , see [102; p . 255]; one of them i s given below 
(a.p) n ( l^«)n (i-^«^>n+k , , k 
Pn (x) - E ( ^ ) . ( 1 .5 .9 ) 
k-o kl (n-k)\ (1+a)^ (l'Hx+p)„ 2 
: 24 : 
We note that 
p]; (.x) - (-1) P„ ( x ) . (1.5.10) 
Special Cases: 
(1) When a s ^ » 0 , the polynomial becomes the Legendre 
polynomial 
P ^ ' ' ' ' ' \ x ) - P n ( x ) . (1.5-11) 
(a^a) 
(ii) If p = a, then P^ ^ (x) is called the ultraspherical 
a 
polynomial. The Gegenbauer polynomial C^(x) [2; p. 185] 
is connected with the ultraspherical polynomial by relation 
(cf. see [2; p. 191] or [102; p.283]). 
(a-l/2,a-l/2) 
(2«)„P„ (X) 
C(x) - , (1.5.12) 
n (. * ^)„ 
or 
0+1/2 
(a.a) (^ «^>n ^ n ('^> 
P„ (x) « . (1.5.13) 
" (1 + 2a)„ 
: 25 ! 
( i l l ) The Laguerre polynonia ls a re , in f a c t , l i m i t i n g cases 
of the Jacobi polynomials [102; p.74] 
(a) (a ,p) 
L^ (x) - l i » P„ ( l -2x /p) . (1 .5.14) 
Generalized Humbert Polynomials 
Gould [39] presented a systematic study of an i n t e r e s t i n g 
gene ra l i za t ion of Humbert, Gegenbauer and severa l o the r polynomials 
system defined by 
m p e* n 
(c-mxt ••• y t ) ss E P (m,x,y»p,c) t , (1.5.15) 
n=o 
where m is p o s i t i v e in t ege r and other parameters are uiv-
r e s t r i c t e d in g e n e r a l . For the tab le of main s p e c i a l cases of 
( 1 . 5 . 1 5 ) , including Gegenbauer, Legendre, Tchebycheff, P incher le , 
Kinney and Humbert polynomials , see Gould [ 3 9 ] . 
Some Useful Hypergeometric Representa t ions 
Hypper Bessel function ( see [12; p.176]) i t defined as 
n 
: 26 : 
In case n » 1 these functions coincide with hyper-
geometric representation of Bessel function of the f i r s t kind 
, , ( 2 /2 ) 
Fi( iv+1; - z / 4 ) . (1.5.17) 
Laguerre polynomial (see [102, p. 200]) 
L„{x) 
" n« 
^Fj^(-n;l+a;x) (1 .5 .18) 
Legendre polynomial (see [102; p.l66]) 











l - x 
1 2 
(1.5.20) 
Hermite polynomial (see [102; p. 40]) 
H„(x) - (2x)" 2^0^- §• 1 ' ^'-i -'^ '^ ] • (1.5.21) 
Jacobl polynomial (see [102; P«255]) 










Generalized Rice polynomial (see [131; p. 140]) 
(o,p) a+n 




Clear ly , \we note t h a t 
( a , ^ )^ ^ (o,p) 
H^ (lc,k;x) - P ^ ( l - 2 x ) . (1 .5 .25) 
1 . 6 GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
The name 'genera t ing funct ion ' was f i r s t introduced by 
Laplace in 1812.We define a generat ing funct ion F„(x) as follows 
[ 7 2 ] . 
: 28 ; 
Definit ion: Let G(x , t ) be a function t h a t can be extended 
in povwer of t such t h a t 
G(x , t ) = 2 * 0 ^ ^n^^)* ' (1 .6 .1) 
n«o 
where C i s a funct ion of n and independent of x and t* 
Then G(x, t ) i s c a l l e d a generating function of the se t sf^(x)> 
Remark: A s e t of funct ion may have more than one generat ing 
function. However i f 
G(x , t ) « Z h ( x ) t 
n=o 
then G(x,t) i s unique generator for the s e t j h (x) | as the 
coef f ic ien t s e t . 
Let us define a generat ing function of more than one 
v a r i a b l e . 
DefiniUon; Let G( XJL,X2, . . . ,Xp;t) be funct ion of (p+1) 
v a r i a b l e s . Suppose G( Xj^,X2, . . . , X p i t ) has formal expansion 
in powers of t such t h a t 
"• n 
G(x^,X2, . . . ,Xp5t) = E Cjj ^n^^l**2""'*D^^ > (1-6.2) 
: 29 : 
where C. i s independent of the variables X|^yX2f*»x and 
t . Then we say that G(x^»X2>***»x ; t ) i s a generating 
function for the f (Xj^fXg*.. f^X ) corresponding to non-zero 
C_. In part icular, if 
G(x,y, t ) « Z C f (x) g„(y)t . (1 .6 .3) 
nao 
The expansion determines the set of constant | c ^ | and 
two sets of function ffn^^^l ®"^  V^rS'^^ • ^^®" G(x,y,t) can 
be considered as a generator of any of these three se t s and as 
ique generator of co -e f f i c i en t se t j C^^ ^n^ ^ ^ ^n^^M * un 
Application of Generating Functions 
A generating function may be used to define a set of 
functions to determine a d i f f erent ia l recurrence r e l a t i o n , to 
evaluate certain integral e t c . In this sect ion, some example 
[28] are summarized [ 5 0 ] . In each case the generating function 
i s given, so as the part ia l d i f ferent ia l equations from which 
the fundamental re la t ions can be found, by identifying the 
n 
term w in the power expansion of the whole equation. 
: 30 
H*z»ita polynoaials ; 
2 
-w / 4 xw o» 
G(x»w) at e e s £ 
%<"> n 





( x - ^ w ) G , H ^ i = 2 x H „ - 2 n H „ . , 
wG, "n - 2n H„. j . 
Laguerre polynomialst 




" i ; : — u : ; ^ ' ° ' '"*" '•n*i = <2"*^ -'<>'-„ - •> i-„.i. 
dG(x,w) -w , , 
=» G , L - L , = - L 
d x 1-w " " " ^ n - 1 
: 31 
Appell polynomials : G(x,w) s A(W) e xw 
1 xw oo n (A -n) n 
G(x,w) ^ . - I ( -1) L„ (x) w . 
(x-w) n=o 
n ( A - n ) 
p^ » (-1) L„ 
dG(xyw) A+x-xw 
dw 1-w 
G, ( n + l ) p ^ l "^ (>^+"f>-x)Pn-^n-l' 
dG(x,w) 
dx «G' P n " P n - l -
Bernoul l i polynomials: 
w xw oo n B 
G(x,w) ' - ^ ^ = E p^(x)w , Pn - 1^ 7 . 
w( 1-w-xw) 
dG(x,w) e -1-xw 




wG, Pn " Pn-1 
: 32 
The f irs t equation gives only rise to an expansion of p^ ^^ j^  
in terms of P^f'tP^* 
Sheffer (or generalized Appell)polynoTnials: 
G(x.w) » A(w) e'' ^^^'^ 
w X log (1+w) 
Let the function G be G(x,w) = e e ; 
r 
dG(x,w) 1+w+x 
G, (n+l)p^^i * (l-n+x)p^ + p„.jL' 
dw 1+w 
n-k-1 
dG(x,w) ^ . ^ n-1 (-1) 
= log(l+w)G, p„(x) « Z Pfe^ '*)' 
dx " k=o n-k-1 
Here because logd+w) i s not a rational function, there is 
no recurrence differential relation but an expansion of p 
in terms of (Pu)• 
< 
Generalized Hermite polynomials : 
^. . x^-(x-w)^ -
n»o "'2 n| 
: 33 : 
< 
dG(x,w) 3 
— m 4( x-w) G 
dw 
3 2 
H^ ^^  s 4x H^-12nx H^_^+12n(n-l)xH^_2"^'^^""^^'*"^^"n-3' 
dG(x,w) 3 3 
= 4(x -(x-w) )G, 
dx 
2 
H^ » 12nx Hj^.j-12n(n-l)xH^_2"^4n(n-l)(n-2)H^3. 
A Bil inear Gentrating Functions 
I f a funct ion G ( x , y , t ) can be expanded in the form 
G(x ,y , t ) = ? gn fn(x) f n ( y ) t , (1 .6 .4J 
n=o 
where g^ i s independent of x and y then G ( x , y , t ) i s 
cal led a b i l i n e a r genera t ing func t ion . For example the 
Laguerre polynomials s a t i s f i e s the following b i l i n e a r generat ing 
r e l a t i o n [72; p.17] or [102; p . 212] 
( « ) , / (a ) 
- L^  (x) L^  (y) „ .^.^ r-t(x+y)l 
2 t = ( 1 - t ) exp < — — ' 
n=o (l-^a)n f- (^"^^J 
X -F , (— ; l+a5 J^^2^ . (1 .6 .5 ) 
^ ^ (l-t)-^  
: 34 : 
Blla'toxal Generating Functions 
If H(x,y»t) can be expanded in power of t in the 
form 
H(x,y. t) ^ I \ f„(*> gn^y)t"> ( 1 . 6 . 6 ) 
n^o 
where h i s independent of x and y and f ,^ ( x) and g^(y) 
are different functions, then H(x,y,t) is called a b i l a te ra l 
generating function. For exaople [72; p . 12] . 
CHAPTER 2 
TRANSFORMATIONS AND REDUCTIONS OF CERTAIN HYPERGBOMETRIC 
FUNCTIONS 
2 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of t h i s work i s to obtain a number of transfor-
p:r;u 
mation and reduction formulae involving F^. „,„ which appear 
to be new. These have been derived by finding an integral 
involving the product of Bessel functions of d i f ferent order 
and argument and Legendre polynomials in terms of the genera-
l i z e d hypergeometric function. This integral i s then applied 
to familiar resu l t of s later [117] to get transformations with 
subsequent reduction to special cases . In part icular we perform 
a resunnation to obtain other interesting hypergeometrie reduc-
2:2;0 4:0;0 
t ions of F Q . ^ . ^ and F^.^.^. 
Note that reduction formulas for s ingle and double 
functions have been given considerable attention in the 
l i t e r a t u r e . Some recent l i s t i n g of such resu l t s are found in 
[14 ,124 ,130] . As i s well known, this task i s considerably 
simplified by means of appropriate l i terature from which we may 
: 36 : 
single out the 'Integral and Series* by prudnikov, Brychkov and 
Marichev [lOO]. The third volume [ICX)] in th i s remarkable series 
provides an impressive tabulation and a wealth of information on 
ser ies and transformations* 
Although various transformation and reduction formulae of 
Kampe de Fe'riet* s and Appell's functions F^ [5] are knovm [see 100, 
130] , we hope that ours resul t are also worth attention for one 
reason. Some of our formulae have something of the simplicity 
because they typ ica l ly involve variables which are not equal or 
opposite. 
We end this chapter by mentioning a generalization of a 
result of Bailey [ 8 , 9 ] which can be used to obtain more general 
transformations and reduction formulas. 
2.2 THE INTEGRAL 
The integral to be established i s 
1 o 2 " 2 ti 
I - / X (1-x ) Py (x) J;^  (ax) J^ (bx) dx 
' 2 ' " ' ( | ) ' ( | ) ' r ( i i 2 ± A ^ ) r ( 2 i 2 ± A j ^ ) 
: 37 : 
2t0;0 




1+ cf i 
a +b 
(2.2.2) 
2' (f) (|) r(^^r^^) r(^^25^-^) 
2t2;0 
'o:5}l 
. ___ 2-i-a»X'»'(f-\^u 3»q»X•»<y•v«u -^» 
l-fcT ,1-fX -t - i f i ixT; 
2 2 2 ^ 
» 1 - / 1 b^** b * - f- (1 - -3) • -3 (2.2.3) 
: 38 : 
Re(ii) < 1, Reia+>K + 6) > - 1 , 0 < b < a. 
To establ ish ( 2 . ^ 1 ) expressing J v ( a x ) and J^(bx) 
In series with the help of the result [102; p. 109] 
k n+2k 
CO ( - 1 ) ( z / 2 ) 
J (z) » E - — , (2 .2 .4) 
" k=o P(l+n+k) ki. 
We get , 
CO - C|) (|) ( - I - ) ( - f ) 
I » Z £ 
'=^ «=o r . SI rCl+A+r) rCl+tJ^+s) 
1 a+A + (f+2r+2s 2 - 2 ^ 
/ X (1-x ) P^  (x) dx. (2 .2 .5) 
o 
Integrating term by term with the help of the resul t 
[26; p.172] 
l a 2 - I , 2^"' n ^ ) R^^) 
/ X ( i - x ) P (x)dx = (2 .2 .6) 
P(2i2^j r(3i2±^) 
Re<ii) < 1, Re(o) > - 1 
and interpreting with the help of the result ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) , we arrive 
at ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) . 
: 39 : 
If we use the relat ion [27; p . 11 (47)] 
Jx(ax) J^(bx) -
( f )^  (|2)^  m 2m (-1) (|^) 
iv^o ( 1 + A ) ml 
m 
2^1 
- m , - A - m ; 
l + ( f i 
b^ 
a 
apply the quadratic transformation [65; p.110 (1)] 
(2.2.7) 
.r^y: x^ ) (l+x2) - a 2»'l 
a c+b, 
c ; 
to ( 2 . 2 . 7 ) , we get 
( | ) ( | ) 
(2 .2 .8) 
J.(ax) J^(bx) a r; E 
(-1) ( - 3 - ^ ) X 
(1+A)„ mi m 
2^1 
m l-f<y»A-m 
- 5» 2 
a^+b^ 
(2 .2 .9 ) 
1+ 6 ; 
Using (2 .2 .9) to givenintegral and integrating term by term with 
: 40 : 
the help of the r e s u l t ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) , we ge t ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) . 
On the otherhand, if we apply the standard transformation 
[27; p . 64 (23)] 
c-a-b 
2F^(a ,b ;c ;x ) » (1-x) j^i^^^-^'^-^^'®*^^ (2.2.10) 
to ( 2 . 2 . 7 ) , we get 
\ . d m _ 2m h2l+A+(5'+2m (f) (|^ ) « (-1) (r) (1-^) 
J. (ax) J^(bx) « - - Z ' 
^ * n ; i+A)ni -Knm-o mi (1+A)„ 
2 
2^lii-+6+n, 1+A+^+m; l + t f j - S j ) * (2 .2 .11) 
Using (2 .2 .11) to given in tegra l and in tegra t ing term by term 
with the help of the r e s u l t (2 .2 .6 ) and in te rp re t ing by ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) , 
we a r r i ve a t ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) . 
2 . 3 TRANSFORMATIONS AND REDUCTION FORMULAE 
If we compare ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) , ( 2 .2 .2 ) and (2 .2 .3) and adjust 
the parameters , we ge t the following transformations 
: 41 : 
2 :0;0 
' 2 : l ; l 
a-Kl-t-e-1 ,a+d+e- ^ : — ; — ; 
a+d- fe-b-c-1 , a-Ki-i«-f b-c-f^: 2cl; 2e ; 
X,Y 
( a+d+e-1) ^ (a+d+e- h „ (X-i-Y) m 2'm 





(2 .3 .1 ) 
( 1 - ^ ) 
y 2e+2d-l 2 :2 ;0 
0 : 5 ; 1 
2e ,2d+2e-l : a+d+e-1, a+d+e- - j , 
•: a+d+e-b-c-1, a+d+e+b-c-ti, 
> » • » . . Y^ Y 
2d,2e,2d-(-2e->l;29; X ( l - ^ ) . i 
( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
Oi s e t t i n g d=e in ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) and expanding ^^ in to s e r i e s 
and applying the r e s u l t [ l 02 ; p . 22 Lernna (5 ) ] 
2m 
( > ) 2 « ' 2 ( ^ ) ^ ( j | ± i ) ^ , m =. 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) 




a-»-2d-l , a+2d- ^ :—;—; 
X,Y 
aH-2ci-b-c-l, a-i-2cN-b-c-» ;^ 2d;2d; 
n 
£ £ 
n=o (a+2d-b-c- l )^ (a+2d+b-c+l/2)^ (2d)j^ (2d)^ (tt-2n)l ni. 
Applying the r e s u l t [131; P. 101 (4 ) ] 
(2.3.4) 
- Cn/2] 
E E B(k,n) » E E B(k,n+2k) 
n*o kao n»o k^^ 
(2.3.5) 
to (2.3.4) and using (2.3.3)» we get 
2:0;0 
'2:1;1 
a+2d-l , a+2d-l/2 :—;—; 




I 43 : 
2^3 




which on using the r e s u l t [ 1 3 1 ; p . 200 ( 3 ) ] 
p ^ 
^i»***»<»p; 
P l ' '**»Pq» 
2p^2q+l 
h'-4. a a +1 









a +1 a 
» " ^ » ^"^^^ ^ 
> (2 .3 .7) 
( 2 . 3 . 6 ) reduces to 
2 : 0 ; 0 
' 2 : 1 ; 1 
a+2d-l , a + 2 d - l / 2 : — ; — ; 
a+2d-b-c - l , a+2d+b-c+ l /2 |2d;2d; 
X,Y 
: 44 : 
4 : 0 j 0 
' 6 :1 ;1 
a^2d-l a-t-2d ar¥2d'l/2 a+2d-H/2 
d , d * l / 2 , «^2d-b-c- l^ a±2^fc£^ at2d±b:H£ilZ2, 
— ; — > 
at2dt|-fit3/2: 2d;l/25 
f , i2^' 
+ (X+Y) 
(a+2d- l ) ( a f 2 d - l / 2 ) 
(2d) ( a + 2 d - b - c - l ) (a-»-2d+b-c-l/2) 
4 J 0 ; 0 
' 6 : 1 ; 1 
a»2d a4-2d-H a'>-2d->'l/2 a•^2d^f3/2 
—7-. —5 . r - ^ » y=-"i 
d+1 /2 , d+1, .2i2g=fc:c ^ a-t.2d-b-c-H,^ a-K2d4-b-c>3/2^ 
» » 
a-^2<ltt^Ct5/2 , 2d, 3 / 2 , I'. (X4-Y) ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) 
2:0 ;0 
' 2 : 1 ; 1 
For Y s -X, ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) reduces to 
a + 2 d - l , a+2d- l /2 z . 
a+2d-b-c-l ,a+2d+b-c-»-l/2: 2d; 2d; 
X,-X 
: 45 : 
4^7 
a-t-2d»l aH-2d a+2d«l/2 a4-2d-fl/2 
H rij.1 /o a-t-2d-b-'C-l a+2d«'b-'C a-t-2d-i-b-c-H/2 d , d + 1 / 2 , — — 2 » •*—I ^» ^ ' » 
• ' " " • „ 2 
a-t-2d-t-b-c-»-3/2 2 . 2d; 
-f (2.3.9) 
which i s a special cas« of the result [130; p. 31 (49)] 
p:0;0 
« l » * " » « p * — * —*» 
Pj^ » • ••»Pg»^ » V ; 
X , - X 
2p^2q+l 
^ ( 2 ; a j ^ ) , . . . , A ( 2 ; a p ) ; 
^ ^ ( 2 ; P j ) , . . . , z i ( 2 ; p ^ ) , v , A ( 2 ; v ) ; 
p-q-1 2 
- 4 X 
where i^(m;A) abbreviate the array of m parameters 
A A±i 
m * «"»•• •*» 
A-na-1 
» m = 1 , 2 , 
If in ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) , we se t Y » X and use r e s u l t s [ l 3 o ; p . 28 
(33)] 
: 46 : 
p:0;0 
«l»**'»«p*—» ""• 
p^ PqS v; c; 
x.x 
P+: ^q¥3 
Oj^,. . . ,o , A ( 2 ; v+0-1); 
Pl»"*»Pq» ^» *^ » v+tf-li 
4x (2.3.10) 
and ( 2 . 3 . 7 ) , we get 
2:0;0 
^2:1;1 
a+2d-l , a+2d-l/2 : — ; —; 
a+2d-b-c-l , a+2d+b-c^l/2: 2d; 2d; 
X,X 
3F4 
a-»-2d-l, a+2d-l /2 , 2d- l /2 ; 
2d, a'i-2d«b-c-l, a'»-2dfb-c-i-l/2, 4d- l ; 
4X (2.3.11) 
which i s a special case of the resu l t ( 2 . 3 . 1 0 ) . 
For b = - 5 and c « ^^ (2 .3 .8 ) reduces to a known 
resu l t of Burchnall and Chaundy [13] ( see also Glasser and 
Montaldi [37; p . 585 (2 .35 ) ] ) 
: 47 : 
(XY) 
, F , ( . ; X ) ,F,(b;V) . ^ I ^ ( ^ , ^ . , . o^x(a-2r ;X.y) . (2 .3 .12) 
j \ « / 2 r *: 
On sett ing b « - i and c » ^ in (2 .3 .2 ) and adjust ing 
the parameters» we get 
,Fl(a;X) oF^(b;Y) 
( 1 . ^ ) 
V a+b-1 2 :0 ;0 
0 : 3 i l 
b , a+b- l : — , —, » • 
• :a ,b ,»i -b- l ; b; 
x(i- ^K ^ 
(2.3.13) 
In ( 2 . 3 . 1 3 ) , on r ep lac ing X and Y by 
2.2 X t 
and 
-V 
r e spec t ive ly , mul t ip ly ing both the s ides by t , talcing 
Laplace transform, applying the r e s u l t [130; p . 283 (33) j 
a a+1 2 2 M l ' ^ 5 Y. Y';x ,y ] 
1 « - t a -1 2 .2 2 2 
— / • t ^F,(Y; V - ) o^ i^ T^ '- V - ) ^ t 
Re(x-«-y) < 1; Re(o) > o 
: 48 ; 
and adjusting the parameters, we get 
F4[c,c+ ^; a,b; X,Y] 
(1 -
Y a+b-1 2:2^0 
X^  ^0:3;1 
b,a-fb-l: c, c + ^, 
•: a, b, a+b-1; b; 
^^^ X' ' X 
(2 .3 .14) 
- X 
In ( 2 . 3 . 1 4 ) , putting b = c + 5 , X = ( l - x ) ( l - y ) 
and 
- y 
Y = ( l - x ) ( l - y ) 
•, we g e t 
F4[c,c + 5 ; a, c + 5; - X . . ^ ^ ^ — ] (l-x)(l-y) (l-x)(l-y) 
^^ x' '^0:2;! 
c + j , a+c- ^: c, 
a, a+c- *; c+ 
x ( l - ^ ) , 
(i.x)(i-trf 
5» c+ ^; 
(2.3.15) 
which on comparing with the resu l t [131; p. 92 ( i i ) ] 
F4[a,P;Y.P; (i,xJ(Vy)' (l.xlfi-y)^ 
4 * « * 
(1-x) (1-y) Fj^[ary-p,o-Y+i;x,xyj (2 .3 .16) 




c+1/2, a+c- 1/2: c, ; ; ^ 2 
, : a ,a+c- l /2 ; c+1/2; 
(X - ^ ) 
1 2 - a - c (1-x) (1-y) F^(c ,a -c- l /2 ,c -a+l ;x ,xy) . (2.3.17) 
On conparing the resul ts(2.3.15) and (2.3.17) with the 
r e su l t s of Bailey [8; p. 102 and 9 i p . 40] exhibit the fact 
2:1;0 
tha t Fo*2-l *^ *" ^^ expressed in terms of Appell's series F^. 
I t should also be pointed out that r e su l t s (2.3.15) and (2.3.17) 
are supplementing the double sum formulas in Gasper [36; pages 
88 to 9 9 ] . 
If in (2.3.14) , we set b =» 2c-a4 | , X = w(l-2), 
y » z( l-w) , we get 
F^[c,c-H/2;a,2c-a+3/2; w(l -z) , 2(l-w)J 
I Z(1-W)T^*^*2 2 : 2 ; 0 
2c-a+3/2,2c+l/2;c,c+l/2,-
•: a ,2c+l /2 ,2c-a+3/2; 
2c-a+3/2 ; * '^^"*^ 
• J 
* w( 1-z) (2.3.18) 
: 50 : 
which on comparing with the resul t [ICX); p. 453 (85)] 
F4[a,b;c,a+l>-c+l;w(l-z), z d - w ) ] 
2F^(a,b;c;w) 2Fi(a,b;a+b-c+l;z) » 
gives 
2;2;0 
•o :3 ; l 
2c-a+3/2, 2C+1/2: c , c+l /2 , -
•: a ,2c+ l /2 ,2c -a+3 /2 ; 2c-a+3/2 ; 
2 
( w z ) z(l-w) 
wU-z) • w(l-z) 
-^a^ 




. (2 .3 .19 ; 
In ( 2 . 3 . 1 4 ) , if we replace a,b,X and Y by c+ l /2 , c . 
«w - z (i-:v»)ri-z) *"** ( l - w U l - z ) ^ s p e c t i v e l y and then compare with 
the r e s u l t [100; p . 453 (87)] 
^4^^'*^»^>^'( l -wTri-z) ' ( l - w l ( l - z ) ^ 
-1 b a 
(1-wz) (1-w) (1 -z ) , 
: 51 : 
we get 
-wd--^) 
F4[c, 2C-1/2; c , 2 c - l / 2 ; , ^ 
* ( l - w ) ( l - z ) *'' 
^ - 2c - 1 c 
( 1 - | ) ( l-zw) (1-w) (1-z) 
c . ^ 
(2.3.20) 
For Y a - X , (2 .3 .14) gives 
F4Cc,c •»- 55 a ,b ; X,-X] 
a+b-1 2:2}0 
2 F 
0 :3 ;1 
b , a+b-1: c , c + l / 2 , — ; — ; 
4X,-1 
•: a, b , a+b-l ; b ; 
(2 .3.21) 
In ( 2 . 3 . 1 4 ) , p u t t i n g b « l / 2 and comparing with the 
r e s u l t [100; p . 453 (80) ] 
F4[a, a+1/2; c , ^i w,z] 
1 -2a - 2 
2 (1 + U) 2^1^*»**^/2; c; w(l +Vz) ) 
1 "^a o 
• 5 <i - Vz) 2Pl<*»«"^^/2ic; w(l - Vz)" ) ^ 
we get 




l / 2 , a - l / 2 ; c , c+l /2 , ; ; 
, : a , l / 2 , a-1/2 ; 1/2; 
X(l -
2 
X' ' X 
(1 . I) 
-(a-1/2) 
, -2c -2 
i (l+VY) gfl^^'*^*^/^***^^^*^^^ ^ 
+ ^ ( i -yy)" *^  gpi^ ^**^"" /^^ '**^^^"^^^ ^ . (2.3.22) 
CHAPTER 3 
FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL FORMULA AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF 
HyPERGBOMETRIC SERIES 
3 . 1 INTROOUCTION 
Saran (1954), Srivastava (1964), Exton (1976)^ Karlsson 
and Srivastava (1985) have discussed many transformations and 
in teres t ing instances of the reduc ib i l i ty of t r i p l e hypergeo-
metric functions. These r e su l t s are obtained mainly by mani-
pulation of se r i e s . Of the various methods available for 
obtaining transformations of multiple hypergeometrie functions, 
the manipulations of integrals representing the functions may 
often be employed to good effec t , and this will be the approach 
adopted in th is chapter. The main in te res t of the resu l t to be 
given in th i s chapter is that the Eulerian integral formula 
(obtained in this chapter in section 3.2) is evaluated in teims 
of Laur ice l la ' s functions Fg and F^ and Srivastava*s function 
(3) F* ' • Certain transformations of Appell 's functions F. and 
* , p j q ; k 
F3 and Kampe de Feriet*s function F*.^.„ are readily obtainable 
from our main resul ts l i s t ed in section 3 .3 . On account of 
: 54 : 
the large number of such transformations and reduction formulas, 
we r e s t r i c t ourselves here to those functions which involve more 
than one variable . 
As i s well known, the task of unifying and co l lect ing 
transformations re lat ing to various multiple hypergeometric 
functions i s considerably s implif ied by means of appropriate 
l i t erature from which we should single out the encyclopedic 
work of Erdelyi e t a l . [ 2 6 ] , [ 2 7 ] , Exton [ 3 4 ] , Karlsson and 
Srivastava [130] and Prudnikov e t a l . [ 9 9 ] . However they 
contained only formulae upto the end of 80* s and t h i s has led 
to the need for creating and co l lec t ing more transformations 
and reduction formulae in which new results are re f l ec ted . 
This chapter i s an attempt to tabulate a number of resu l t s on 
double and tr ip le hypergeometric ser ies which are not included 
in the references given above. Also such resu l t s are stated 
as a fractional integral formulas involving the operator 
3 . 2 MAIN TRANSFORMATIONS 
In t h i s sect ion , the following eight transformations 
are derived 
Fs[a,p,p,y,;^ ,<Si o+p, o+p, o+p, X,Y,Z] 




a-fp : s — ; — ; — : - ; — , - ; — ; 
- ^ ' 2 ^ (3 .2 .1) 
(1-Z) F •^I-Z* CT 
(3.2.2) 
, a-<f (3) (1-Z) F 
a+p-<J:: i—;a :T ;Af P;— ; 
X( 1-Z),Y,Z 
(3 .2 .3) 
(1-X) Fjj Cp,y,A fr f ja+P; 3CT, Y,Z] (3 .2 .4 ) 
-cJ - a (3) 
(1-Z) (1-X) F 
^—: : a+§ —y-cf ; — ; a : 
o-tf::-
— ; A . P i — ; 
; — ; - : ;o+p-y- 6 ;—; 
)A' '^ Tx^lff^) (3 .2 .5 ) 
: 56 : 
o-(J (3) 
(1-Z) F 
: : —ia-»^-T-tf;a : Y; A . P;—i 
X+Z-XZ,Y,Z 
o+p : : — I •;—:—;a4p-Y- (T ;—; 
(3 .2.6) 
, ,P-Y (3) (I-X) F 
p ::a+p-Y-<$*; —» —« — ; A iSi 
a+§ : : ; — ; — : —;a+p-Y-<^; —5 
X,Y(1-X), X+2-X2 (3 .2 .7 ) 
-Y -P (3) 
ih-X) (1-Z) F 
p : : —;a+P-Y-(ff — : Y ; A ; —f 
a+p:: —; —:—;a+p-Y-cf ; — ; 
X+Z—XZ \// \ TX Z 
(^-1) {l-D • Y( i -z>' ITT • (3 .2 .8 ) 
In order to obtain the above transformations we establish 
an integral in the form 
b a-1 p-1 Y <f A 
I « / ( t - a ) ( b - t ) (ut + v) (y t + z) ( p t + q) dt 
A y 6 a+^-1 
a (bp + q) (au -»• v) (by + z) (b-a) B(a,p) 
57 : 
(3 .2 .9 ) 
Re (a) > o, ReO) > o, max { | i g = | l a u | ^ = | l B | , l i f c ^ l ] < i , 
T rf 
To obtain ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) , express (ut + v) , (y t + z) and 
(pt + q) in terms of ser i e s with the help of the resu l t 
[ I29 i P« 76 (2.4)] 
(pt + q) » (bp + q)' I ^^io^M" '--» 
| ( b - t ) p | < |bp+q| ; t e [ a , b ] 
and integrate term by term with the help of the resu l t [ 129jp.78 
( 3 . 3 ) ] 
b a-1 p-1 Y <f 
/ ( t -a) (b- t ) (ut + v) (yt + z) dt 
a 
a+p-1 Y 6 
= (b-a) (au+v) (by+z) B(a,p) 
F3[ . .p . -T . -<f ; a*»; - ^ ^ , ^ ^ ] ( 3 . 2 . U ) 
: 58 : 
to ge t 
\ 6 y a+p-1 
I « (bp • q) (by + z) (au + v) (b - a) B(a,p) 
E 
(b -a )p 
(bp+q) 
m 
F3[« . P+m. -Y. - ( f ; a^+m; - i g = f i a , i ^ ] (3 .2 .12) 
Again expressing F3 in s e r i e s and in te rpre t ing by ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) , 
we a r r ive a t ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) . 
If we apply a r e l a t i o n [ 5 ; p . 25 (34)] 
F J a , Y-a, p , p ' i Y ; x,yj 
- P * (1-y) F^[a .p .p ' ; Y ; X. - J j ] (3 .2 .13) 
in (3 .2 .12) then we have 
A Y rf a+p-1 
( b p + q ) (au + v) (by + z) (b-a) ^^ --f^ l^ ] 
E 
m««o (o+e) „ a I 
HI • 
(b -a )p 
bp+q 
. m 
: 59 : 
Fi [ . . -T . -6; .+?*»» - ^ ^ , - ^=^]. (3 .2 .14) 
Again expressing F^ in series and interpreting by ( 1 . 4 . 1 1 ) , 
we obtain 
\ y 6 
I = (bp •«- q) (au + v) (ay + z) (b - a) 
a+p-1 
B(a,p) 
(3) : : —; — ; o : -Y ; - A t p ; - 6 ; 
a-f^ 9 » 
aQ + V bp + q ' ay +z (3 .2 .15) 
Equating (3 .2 .9) with (3 .2 .15) and adjusting the para-
meters, we get the transformation ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) . 
Similarly, if we apply [131; pp. XO (82) and 300 (84)] 
F3[a ,o ' ,P ,p ' ;Y ;x ,y] 
Y-p ' : a,p' ; a' ; 
-a» 1:2;1 
= (^-y> f l : l ; 0 
Y : Y-P i — ; 
' Y 7^ 
Y-a* -p ' 2:2;0 
Y - o ' , Y-P* : a , p ; — ; 
x(l-y),y 
: Y - a * , Y-P*; — ; 
: 60 
to (3.2.12) and interpret with the help of (1 .4 .11 ) and 
( 3 . 2 . 9 ) , v« get the transformations (3 .2 .2) and ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) . 
Also i f we apply the relat ions [26; pp. 239 (1 ,2 and 3) 
and 240 (4 and 5 ) ] 
Fl[a,P»P';Y i x,y] 
= (1-x) (1-y) F^[Y-O. P. P'iY i IJZI* ^ 1 
- (1-x) " F^[a, Y-P-PS P'; Y ; TJZI. y ^ ] 
. (1-y) " F^[a,p, Y - P - P ' ; Y? ^ » y ^ ] 
^ Y -a-p -p • 
» (1-x) (1 -y) F^[ Y - a , Y-P-P'» P ' ; Y5X, ^ ] 
-p Y -a-P • 
« (1-x) (1-y) F^[ Y-a,P, Y-P-P*;Y ; ^ » Y ] 
to (3.2.14) and interpret with the help (1.4.11) and (3.2.9), 
we get the transformations (3.2.4), (3.2.5), (3.2.6), (3.2.7) 
and (3.2.8). 
: 61 : 
3 .3 SPECIAL CASES 
In this sec t ion , certain transformations of Appell's 
functions ?^ and F^ and Kampe de F e r i e t ' s funct ion 
p:q;k 
^4:m*n ®^® obtained from our main r e s u l t s . Some of these 
special cases of formulas of sect ion (3.2) would provide 
useful gene ra l i z a t i ons of the known r e s u l t s of hypergeometric 
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: 63 : 
Each of our transformation formulas (3«2 . l ) to ( 3 . 2 . 8 ) , 
and Indeed their special cases l i s t e d in the table given above 
can be suitably applied to derive a number of resu l t s involving 
a remarkably wide variety of hypergeometrie functions of one and 
more var iables . For exaaple, i f we choose a = p ^ y^S and 
z = - x ; a = p , Y = A and y = -x ; y = 0 and z = 0 , then 
the table l i s t i n g various special cases can be employed with 
a view to deriving transformations and reductions involving 
simpler special functions. 
Next we turn to the applications of our main integral 
formulas ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) , ( 3 .2 .12 ) , (3 .2 .14 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 1 5 ) . For b * x, 
each of the Eulerian integral formula involving the ( fract ional) 
V d i f fer integra l operator ^D defined by ( c f . e . g . , Oldham and 
Spanier [ 8 8 ] , Samko e t a l . [ 104 ] , and Miller and Ross [77]) 
/ x («•<>} 
x — V —1 
7 ~ — / ()t-t) f ( t ) d t (a€R; Re(V) < 0) 
R-V ) a 
m^ v-mf 1 p 
-nT a°x ^^^^n (0 i Re(V) < m; mCN = [ l , 2 , . . ^ ) dx" 
(3 .3 .1 ) 
: 64 : 
provided the i n t eg ra l ex i s t s* In f a c t when a = 0 , the operator 
corresponds to the c l a s s i c a l Riemann - L iouvi l l e f r ac t iona l 
de r iva t ive (or in t eg ra l ) of orderV (or - V ) . Thus for example, 
our i n t e g r a l formulas ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) , ( 3 . 2 . 1 2 ) , (3 .2 .14) and (3 .2 .15) 
y ie ld the following r e s u l t s which are va l id under the condi t ions 
s ta ted a l ready (wi th , of course, b » x) • 
-p r a-1 Y <J A | 
a ° x X^^"^^ (ux+v) (yx+z) (px+q) | 
R a ) A Y <f a + p - 1 
(xp+q) (au+v) (xy+z) (x-a) 
Fs [ a ,P ,P , -Y , -A ,-(f;a+§,a+p.a-Kp;- i f f ^ ^ , i ^ , i ^ ] ( 3 .3 .3 ; 
r ( a ) A (f Y a+p-1 
(xp+q) (xy+z) (au+v) (x-a) Ra+p) 
(x-a)p 
I 
m ^ ( o + p ) ^ mi^  
r "> 
xp + q 
F3[a.p+n.-Y,-(J|a+p+mi - ^ = 1 ^ , ^^^^^ (3 .3 .4) 
: 65 : 
!——^ (xp*,) (au*v) (xy*z) (x-a) 1 ^ | 
z 
ntso (a-^) m t in • 
(x-a)p 
xp + q 
m 
F, [ . . - . , - , f »a^ .« , - i£^ . - i fabc ] ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) 
r(«) X y 6 
(xp + q) (au + v) (ay + z) ( x - a ) 
a+p-1 
( 3 ) • • 9 » « • ~ T » /» f P t — O , 
u-rp . . , , . — , ——, , 
- (x-a)u (x-a)p _ (x -a)v 
(aijrt-v7* xp + q» ay ••• z ( 3 . 3 . 6 ) 
CHAPTER 4 
ON AN EXPANSION OF GENERALIZED HORN'S FUNCTION 
4 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
In th> year 1931» J . Horn (1867-1946) defined ten hyper-
geometric funct ions of two var iab les and denoted them by G y^G t^ 
^3*^1*^*****^7* ^® ^^^^ completed the se t of a l l poss ib le 
second order hypergeometrie functions of two v a r i a b l e s in the 
terminology given in Appell and Kampe de F e r i e t [4 , p . 143]. 
Modified ve r s ions , and fur ther gene ra l i za t ions of the Horn's 
functions have a l s o been introduced, s t imulated by pure mathema-
t i c a l cu r io s i t y as wel l as by specif ic problems. The Horn's 
functions have manifold app l ica t ions and the re fore they have 
been studied in g r e a t d e t a i l . Horn's function H^ is of noticeable 
i n t e r e s t in the a n a l y s i s and study of specia l f unc t i ons . 
A fur ther g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Horn's func t ion of two 
var iab les to n v a r i a b l e s i s due to Exton. 
(ic) (n) 
A genera l ized Horn 's function H. introduced by 
Exton [34; p . 97 ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) ] has the form 




'1 - ^ n ^ 
x , ^ . . x " , (4 .1 .1) 
Ra+m) 
where as u s u a l , (a,m) = (a)gj « and for convergence of 
multiple power s e r i e s , we have the following ca r t e s i an equations 
2 
4rj^  a ( r2+r3+. . .+r j^- l ) ; | x j | < r T ^ , . . . , | x ^ | < r ^ . 
where p o s i t i v e q u a n t i t i e s r j^,r2»*.*,r are associa ted r a d i i 
of convergence. 
Subsequent ly, Exton obtained a Laplace i n t eg ra l 
r ep resen ta t ion [34; p . 104 ( 3 . 5 . 4 . 5 ) ] 
(k) (n) ^ 
H^ L a»''ic+i » » . . » b p f C ^ , . . . , c^» x . , . . • , X J 
1 «• a-1 -u 2 2 
" r U o * ^ " * o ^ ^ ~ C i ; x ^ u ) . . . . ^ F ^ ( - ; c ^ ; x ^ u ) 
l f l<^+ l*^k+ l»*k+ l "^ - - l ^ l ^ W ^ n ^>^^' ^^-^-^^ 
: 68 : 
where Re(a) > o. 
The following reducible cases of (4.1.1) are obvious: 
(i) H4 la,b;cj,C2;x,yJ « H^[a,b;Cj,C2ix,yJ (4.1.3) 
(2) (2) 
(ii) H^ Ca,Ci,C2%x,yl =. F4[|,-S^;c^,C2;4x,4y], (4.1.4) 
where H^ and F^ are Horn's funct ion [45] and Appell*s 
function [5j» r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
( l i i ) H^ [a ,b j^ , . . . , b^ ;Cj^ , . . . , c^ ;Xj^^ . . . , x^J 
(n) 
* ^A t*»'^i»*»»»'=>n'*^l»***'^n*^l'*"''*n^ (4 .1 .5 ) 
( iv ) H^ [a;cj^,. . . ,Cj^5X^,.. . ,Xj^J 
(n) . I 
* ^C ff* T r » Cl»* ' "^n ' ' ^ l ' **** ' ' n^^ (4 .1 .6) 
(n) (n) 
A ^"^ ^C 
cf. (1 .4 .1 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 3 ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
where F . and FQ are Laur ice l l a funct ions of n -var iab les 
: 69 : 
In th i s chapter, we attempt to establ ish an expansion 
(k) (n) 
formula for the generalized Horn's function H^  with the 
help of the resu l t s of Exton [34] and Pathan [ 9 1 ] . In particular, 
(k) (n) 
we wi l l show that our main resul t of H^  can be used in a 
natural way to get the expansions of F/^fFc»^2»^4 ^^^ ^4* 
More specif ical ly» we w i l l see that some of these expansions 
are, infact , transformation formulas of Laur ice l la ' s function 
FQ, Panday's function Go» and Appell's functions Fi»p2 ^^^ ^4* 
4 .2 THE EXPANSION FORMULA 
To es tabl i sh our main re su l t , we shall require the 
following theorem [ 9 1 ; p. 3 2 ] . 
Theorem: If 
m 
o ( t ) for small t 
f ( t ) a t p 
o(e t ) for large t 
Re( A+nH-V+ 1) > o, Re(a) > o, h i s pos i t ive , 
**<T,V ^"*^ = ^"*) ® 1^1^ ^'^ * 5*2 V+1; ot ] 
and 
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M [ f ( t ) ; A ; o ; V i x] 
x t V 1 
- / e ( x t ) M^ y (xt ) f ( t ) d t 
0 • 
thon 
^ ( - 1 ) ' (h-l)"" {\^ o + V ) ^ 
E - _ - - - - _ — - ^ _ _ _ MCf(t)-, X+ ii<J + f; V+ § ; x] 
r-o r» (2V+1 ) r 
» h ' " M C f ( t ) ; A ; <y;v; hx] . (4 .2 .1 ) 
If we take 
a-1 - p t 2 2 
f ( t ) « t e oFj(—vcj^;xjt ) . . . Q F J ( — , c ^ ; x , ^ t ) 
l^l^^lc+2»^k+2»^k+2 ^ ^ • • • l ^ l ^ ' ' n ' S ' ' ^ n *^ 
and use ( 4 .1 .2 ) then the above theorem would lead us to a r e s u l t 
in the form 
^ (-1) (h-1) ( ^ o + y ) ^ x (a+A+i^)^ 
£ 
r»o a + A + P + r 
r i ( 2 V + 1)^ (x+p) 
(k) (n) ^ 
H^ (a+A+v^-f r , v-<y + 5 , bj^^g** ••»*>n**^l'** *'*^k*^^"*'''*'^» 
*1 *k x *k+2 *n 
(x+p)-' (x+p)** (x+p) (x+p) (x+p) 
: 71 : 
1 (k) (n)^ , 
5 X + V »4 [ a + A + v , V - <J + 5 . b^^2'-- - 'V*^l V 
(hx+p) 
OM M-i <^ ^ - 1 ^k hx '^k+2 ^n i 
•^ ^^ " (hx+p)^ (hx+p)"^ (hx+p) (hx+p) (hx+p) 
( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
For p » 1, a*-A-»-v» a, 2 V + I « c and ^ + < j + v « b , 
(4.2*2) reduces to the resul t 
^ ( - 1 ) ' ( h - 1 ) ' ( a ) j ( b ) ^ X 
Z = 
r»o (c )y ri (x+l)*" 
(k) (n) 
H4 [a+r,c-b,bj^^2»*»'»''n*^l' •• •» |^c»^"*''»^k+2» *• ''^ ^n* 
'^ l '^ k X '^ k+2 '^ n 
(x+l)2 (x+1)^ (x+1) (x+1) x+1 
1+x ^ (k) (n) 
iTh^ "^ l3»c-b ,b^^2 ' - - - 'bn»*^l""»«k '^ '*^k+2"-- '<^n* 
0 ^ ^ ^ (hx+i)2' •i^ ;;;:!;-''^ ^;;:!! T;;;;:!^^- ^'-'-'^ 
: 72 : 
4 .3 SPECIAL CASES 
Set t ing k = 0 and using re la t ion ( 4 . 1 . 5 ) , equation 
(4 .2 .3 ) reduces to 
^ (-l)^h-l)'^(a)^(b)j. x"" 
r«o ( c )y ri (x+1)^ 
^^K X "^2 \ 
"^  La+r, c -b , b g f . f b ^ ; c+r, ^2*"'*^n**'x+l* 'x+l**"*'x+ 
T^+Kx^  ^A ^^* ^'^* b2 , . . . ,b^5C,C2, . . . , c^» 
hx 
hx+1' : ' h ^ - - ' h 3 5 i i . (4.3.1) 
Sett ing c = b In (4 .3 .1) and adjusting the parameters, 
get 
^ (a)j. ( - 1 ) ' [(h-Dx]"" 
£ 
r«o r I 
(n-1) X, X ^ , 
F^ L a + r , b i . . . . , b ^ ^ ; c i ^^n-l'TTx''• • • i S r ^ 
(l-X+hX) F^ [a ,b i . . . . .b^^;CjL V ^ i ^ p ^ ^ . ^ ^ 1 
( 4 . 3 . 2 ) 
: 73 : 
which i s a known r e s u l t of Srivastava [120; p . 78 ( 2 . 4 ) ] • 
For n - 2 , (4 .3 .1 ) reduces to a transformation 
FQCa,a,a,d,c-b,b;e,c,c;X,Y, - (h - l )Y] 
- (1-Y+hY) F2[a,c-b,d;c,e»j^^j^y^y,^,^^^y3, (4 .3 .3 ) 
where FQ i s a Lauricella Function in the notations of Saran [105} 
Setting X « 0 , and adjusting the parameters, (4 .3 .3) 
g ives a known resul t [26; p. 238(1)] 
F^[a,c-b,b;c;X,Y3 
- a r-Y 
= (1-Y) 2^1^^»^"*^5*^*f=7^ • (4 .3 .4) 
Setting e ^ c ^ a in(4*3«3) and comparing with the 
result [34; p. 115 (4.1.11)] 
FQ[a,a,a,b^,b2,b3;a,a,a;x,y,2] 
- (l-x)"**l (1-y)"*'^ (i-z)'''3 
Pl^*>l>'^2>^3*^>(l-;y(i-y)>(l-x)(l>»)J' (4.3.5) 
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we get 
F2Ca,a-b,d;a,a;hw,?] 
( i ^ ^ ) " " (1-hw)^ * 
vnhere Fj^  and F2 are Appell's functions. 
If we use the result [26; p. 238 (1)] 
. (1 -y ) ' " 2PlC«»P»P+P*»f=y^ (4.3.7) 
in (4.3.6)» adjust the parameters, we arrive at a known result 
[lOOj p. 452 (71)] 
F2Ca,a-b,d;a,a;x,y] 
b-a -d 
»(l-x) (1-y) 2^1^^-^'^^^ni>xT(l-y)J' (^ -^ -S) 
: 75 : 
Now se t a « t + c - l in (4 .3 .3 ) and compare with the 
r e s u l t [34; p . 117 ( 4 . 1 . 2 2 ) ] 
FQ[c^+C2-lfCj+C2-l,b^,b2,b3;Cj,C2,C2;x,Y,z] 
-b^ -b2 -bg 
(1-x) (1-y) (1-z) 
G B [ l - C i , b i , b 2 , b 3 ; C 2 ; 3 j 5 l . ^ . ^ ] . (4-3-9) 
to get 
GB[l-e,d,b,c-b;c;3^,^,-^^i^] 
-d b-c (e+c+b-1) 
- (1-X) (1-Y) (1-Y+hY) 
F2[e-«-c-l,c-b,d;c,e»^^y^y,^_^^^y3 . (4.3.10) 
For X - 0 , (4 .3 .10) reduces to a special case of a known 
resu l t [26; p . 238 ( l ) ] 
F ^ [ l - e , c , c - b , c ; 7 ^ , ^ 5 ^ } 
e-1 . „ 
(1+Y-hY) 2 p i U - « » c - b i c ; ^ ^ 3 5 i j ^ ] . (4 .3 .11) 
: 76 ! 
If we set X - hy, d a b, e » c in (4 ,3 .3 ) and compare 
with the resu l t [34; p . 135 ( 4 . 7 . 1 5 ) ] 
FQ[a,a,a,b^,b2,b3;c^,Cj^,c^;z-y,y,2] 
< ! - * > ' * 4^3 G^ C,+l 1-Z 
we get a known resu l t [100; 452 (68) ] 
(4 .3 .12) 
F2[a ,c -b ,b;c , c ;x ,x ] 
-a 
( 1 - x ) 4F3 
| » - ^ f b, c - b ; 2 
(T^) 
^ c c+1. 
Ct 2 t - 7 - ; 
(4 .3 .13) 
Setting n » 2 in ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) and using a transformation 
[34; p. 121 ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) ] 
(n) 
- a (n) X, X 
<l-xi) F^  [a.c^.b^,b2 V ^ l V S I ^ I T ^ r 1=5-^' 
(4.3.14) 
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we gttt 
(3) a * • h s ^a^* ^•a* «•>£. ^^^i. d i , 
^ • ^ * • ^ » ^ ^ M * ^ M M * ^ M ^ * « ^ i W * A * 
( h - l ) x , x,y 
« F 2 [ a , b , d , c , e , h x , y ] , (4 .3 .15) 
which for y » 0 reduces to a known resul t [130; p.28 ( X ) ] 
2:0;0 
' l : 0 ;0 
a,b : — ; —; 






(4 .3 .16) 
Sett ing Ic = 1 and n = 2 in ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) , we get 
( - 1 ) ' ' ( a ) j . ( b ) j . ( h - 1 ) ' ' x"" 
r«o (c)^ ri (x+1)^ 
H^ta+r, c-b; d, c+r; 5, -rj-] 
l+x hx 
- ^t+Ri> «4t^' <=-b^  ^' <^ ' xrif^* T 7 F ; 3 (4 .3 .17) 
If we compare (4.3.17) with the resu l t [96; p. 76 (4«1)] 
H4[a,b;d,e;x,y] 
4yx y . 
(4 .3 .18) 
- a (l+2)rx)"° F2[a,d .l^,t,.26^^^^y^„^]. 
: 78 : 
we g e t 
FQ[a ,a ,a ,d - ^ , c -b ,b;2<J- l ,c ,c ;X,Y, - ( h - l ) Y j 
= (1-Y+hY) * F2 [a ,d - ^ , c - b ; 2 d - l , c ; j^,^^^y, l -ylhY^ * ( 4 . 3 . 1 9 ) 
which I s a s p e c i a l case of ( 4 . 3 . 3 ) . 
In a known r e s u l t [96; p.75 ( 3 . 1 0 ) ] 
(P) „ 
H4 [ a ; b , c ; d , e , f ; — ^ 2 » Y » ^ ^ 
(1+x)^ 
a ( 3 ) 
(1+x) F 
a, a-d+1 : : —; • ^ ^ ^ a 
— ; a-d+1 ; — : 
— i b; c; 
d ; e ; f; 
X, y ( l + x ) , z( l+x) 
(P) 
(4.3.20) 
where H^ i s Horn's funct ion of three v a r i a b l e s [ 5 9 ; p . 85 ( 1 . 1 ) ] , 
i f we s e t z - 0 , we g e t , 
H4[a,b;d,e;—2L—^^ y] 
a 2 : 0 ; 1 
1^"^ >^ P o : l ; 2 
(1+x) 
a ,a -d+1: — ; b. 
X, y ( l+x) 
•: d ; e , a-d+1 ; 
( 4 . 3 . 2 1 ) 
: 79 : 
In ( 4 . 3 . 1 7 ) , rep lac ing y by x and comparing with 
( 4 . 3 . 2 1 ) , we get 
(3) a,a-d+1 : : — ; — : b ; — i c - b ; 
— ; ^ ; c ,a-d+1 : — ; d ; 
- ( h - l ) x , x ,x 
- a X hx 
(1+hx) H - [ a , c - b i d , c ; - 5 , ] 
^ (1+hx)^ 1+hx 
(4.3.22) 
For b a 0 , ( 4 . 3 . 2 2 ) reduces to a s p e c i a l case of a 
known r e s u l t [96; p . 77 ( 4 . 8 ) ] 
X X 
H 4 [ a , c ; d , c ; - 5 , ] 
^ (l+x)"^ 1+x 
a (1+x) F^Ca,a-d+1;d,a-d+1; x ,x ] ( 4 . 3 . 2 3 ) 
S e t t i n g c * b in ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) , we ge t 
( -1 )^ (a )^ ( h - 1 ) ^ ^ 
Z 
r=o r I 
(k) (n-1) 
H^ [*+r,bj^, . . . ,b^^j^;Cj^, . . . ,c„_i» 
'^"-^'o^' •(i-x)2' 
Tra}'**"r^^ 
: 80 : 
- a 
= (1-X+hX) 
(k) (n-1) X^ X,^  
which i s a generalization of a known resu l t of Srivastava 
[120; p . 78 ( 2 . 3 ) ] 
^ ( - 1 ) ' ( h - 1 ) ' (a)^ x ' 
Z 
r«o ri 
^ -^  -^  J- ^ (1-Y)'^ (1-X)'' 
(1-X+hX) F J f , - ^ , c , ,C2; -J , - : 7 ] - (4 .3 .25) 
"^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (l-X+hX)*^ (1-X+hX)'^ 
CHAPTER 5 
ON PRODUCT OF HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
5 .1 INTRODUCTION 
Making use of group theoretic method [ see e . g . 78; 
chapters 2 and 3; 72; chapters 4 and 5] Weisner [136; p. 145] 
2 
, V 2wy-y o. n . . 
( 1 + | ) e . 1 g„y . jyl > \z\ , (5 .1 .1) 




H,,._ (w) 2 
«• V k+n 
where g„ • 2 (u) •= t n « 0 , + l , + 2 , . . . , 
" k«o * P(l+k+n) 
V ^ l 
H«(x) i s Hermite polynomial [102] and (. ) = * . We 
" "^  ki (V-k)t 
also recall a number of results of Miller [78; pp. 83 (4 .14 ) , (a) 
87 (4.27 and 4.125)] involving Laguerre polynomials L^ (x) 
using Lie theoretic methods. Expansion of the types 
xt 
e «• n 
• — , « E gn(x)t 
f ( t ) n«— " 
were studied by Halphen [42] and Bird [ l l ] [ s ee a l so 28; p. 273] . 
Meixner [73] determined a l l orthogonal polynomials g-(x) which 
: 82 : 
posses a genera t ing function of the type 
f ( t ) exp[x u ( t ) ] « I g^ix) ^ . (5 .1 .2 ) 
n«>o 
The f a c t t h a t a generat ing funct ion of the type 
k-1 - 1 - (k) n 
( 1 - t ) (1 -x t ) - S 9n ( x ) t , k « 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , ( 5 .1 .3 ) 
n«o 
()c) n n*m k-1 m 
where g,j (x) « Z (-1) (n-m^* • 
wo 
i s the k-th Cesaro mean of f i r s t n - p a r t i a l sums of the s e r i e s 
2 _ , 
X -f X -t- X + , . , . f ( for app l i ca t ions see Obrechkoff [85j» also 
see [28 ; p . 245]) and the well known mixed generat ing function 
[ s ee ; 2 8 , p . 250] 
exp[x(y+t - i f ) ] « Z -^ m n^'f) >' * j (5 .1 .4 ) 
^ m,n»-M •"»" ' 
«+n 2 
where J ( x) « •—S .F5(m+l,n+l5-x ) 
"'"^ r ( n + l ) r ( n + l ) ® ^ 
and for negative values of m,n 
3r 
mfn «• ( -x) 
• • " r»o Hl+r+m) Rl-^r+n) 
: 83 : 
ra i ses the question whether resul t s of th9se types may be genera-
l i zed in the form of a se t of generating functions for 1J»e product 
of hypergeometrie ser ies 7. The purpose of th i s note i s to answer 
this question. The result ing formula (5 .2 .3) allow a considerable 
unification of the resul ts given above and various special results 
which appear in the l i t era ture . 
Because of the fact given above and because of the 
connection between c la s s i ca l and generalized formulas, i t would 
be of interest to consider the formulas of multidimensional case. 
In our effort to generalize ( 5 • 1 . 4 ) , we show that the exploitation 
of (5.1.4) yie lds elegant expansions and generating functions. 
The method involves the use of hyper Bessel funct ions . 
n n 
Let VeR, k = ( l c , k , . . . , k ) € R , ( V ) ^ be the Pochhai»er 
symbol defined by 
- J=l J "^J 
n 
= U (aj)(aj+l)(aj+2)...(aj+kj-l) 
'J 
and ^F^ defined by 
: 84 : 
k 
Then the hyper Bessel functions Jy (z) are 
n — 
U O . ( r § T ) ' ^ J L _ , o^ti! * A.-(T^) ].(5.i.5) 
V 
"*^  Rii + i) 
In case n » I these functions concide with the Bessel 
function of the f i r s t kind J^ [ 1 0 2 ] . The case n » 2 was 
considered by Humbert [46] and the case h 2 2 by Delerue [22] 
5 .2 GENERATIMS FUNCTIONS 
We begin with expanding 
V = exp[x(y+t+s - " ^ ) ] 
i i+j+k-i-l j - i k- i l - i 
CO (-1) X y t s 
Z 
i , j , k , t « o i j j i ki l\ 
Setting J - i » m, k- i « n and ( - i = p, we get 
i m-fn-»>p B n p 4 i 
o* M ( - 1 ) X y t s X 
V a E E 
i so a,n,pa-« (BH>i)t (m-i)l (p^i ) | i i 
^ wfn+p ffl n p 4 
\n.^ ' - I n / p . ^ • ^F3(m+l.n+l.p4l;-x ) 
inynfp'*>« • • • 
: 85 : 
w m n p 
n , n , p — "'"'P 
BH-n+p 
X 4 
where J_ - ^(x) « -= — ^ .F-j(iiH-l,n+l,p+l;-x ) 
and for negative values of a^n and p, J^ ^ (x) may be 
defined In a way similar to J^ ^(x) given in ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) . The 
resu l t ( 5 . 2 . 1 ) presented here i s a part of an extension of the 
resul t ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) to uncover the relat ionship between ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) , (5 .2 .1) 
and the following generating function of hyper Bessel function 
Jy(z) which may be proved in a s tra ight forward manner 
n 1 « -0- ^ i 
exp[z( E X. - — ) ] = E ^v M (-,\ U ^^0 
i»l ^ "fr X 1^ ^n""* ^l '"*'^n ^ '^ iiil ^ ' 
I'Jl ^ 
(5 .2 .2 ) 
where 
• ' j^»• • • f Vj^ ji 
Similarly modified hyper Bessel functions l y (z) [22] 
are defined as 
n 
E ^ 
: 86 : 
and the generating function of modified hyper Bessel function 
ly (z) which may also be proved in a similar manner are 
expC2( E x , + - ^ ) ] = E I v ( z ) 1 t ( X i ) 
i-^ ' f X, Vi V „ ~ ^1 ^ i-1 
(5 .2 .4 ) 
where I ,^ ,, (z) « I« ( (n+l)z) . 
By analogy with the hyper Bessel functions one can write 




zx. F u V 
(«u)» 
( f v > * ft H i a l ^ 
m« 
(a^)+ra , (ey)} 
n+l 
- z 
(bg)+ is»(fv) . i+s; 
(5 .2 .5) 
where P 1 p* + u and Q s E q* + v + n. 
1-1 ^ i»l ^ 
: 87 
Proof of ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) : 
If the function 
' - i Pi^ i Z X i 
•Pi^ 
(b„ ) ; 
^i 
F u V 
(•Js 
V; it"! 
i s expanded, we have 
^\\^'-i) ' (O 
i - 1 k^«o (b^ L(lc<)l j«o ( f„) 
n 
, J 
"^ :) l i ' i i ^ 
' q ^ V ^ ' i v ' j Ji 
.t (a^ )v (O ^ (xJ ^ ( e j . (-z) v^  u'j j - o i . l k , ^ (b^^)^^ (k^)! ( f ^ ) j J, (X,) 
k, ( k . - j ) j 
(ap )^ (z) i (x^) ^ ( e j , (-2) 
0* n 00 
A i-1 k'«o (b^^),^(k,)»(f^)^ 
Vj 
J« 
Replacing k^ -^j by m^ ,^ af ter rearrangement, Just i f i ed 
by absolute convergence of the above ser ies , i t follows that 
: 88 : 
(z ) i ' " ^ i ( x j ) ^ ( e ^ ) j ( -z) 




( z x j m^ 




(bg+a)» U+n)» Uy)' 
5 .3 SPECIAL CASES 
In ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) , se t t ing Pj = q^ = If a = -M^^ , b = 1+a^ 
for i = l , 2 , . . . , n y u = v » 1, e, = -Mj f, = I+a, we get the 
following re lat ion 
IT i^i^-Mii l+o^i zx^) iF^(-M; l+o; - - - 2 ) 
1t x^  
i= l 
(-M)^  J^ (zx,)"j 
a—- (i'*«)ni ^a)l n+r 2n+l 
(-M)+m, -M; 
(i+a) +m, 1+a, jt+m; 
n+1 
- z (5 .3 .1] 




jFj^(-n; l+a ; x) 
(5 .3 .1) reduces to 
: 89 : 
( 5 . 3 . 2 ) 
JL ( O i ) ( a ) - 2 









(i+a) +m, l+o ,i+m; 
(5 .3 .3 ) 
I f in ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) , we set p^ = 2, q* = 1 a, ^^  = 
a2j^  = l+a^ + p^, b^^ =* l+o^^ for i = 1 ,2 , • • • • n , u 
ej^  = -M, eg = 1+a+p, fj^  « 1+a, we get 
-M, l+a4p; 
—Mi, 
= 2 , V = 1 , 
i t 2^ 1 
-Mj^f i+a^+Pi ; 
l-i-a; 
zx. / i 
l-KI 
(-Jl). <i+a+6.)« it("i'"^ 
' it-i 
J» l - l 
S ~ (l+a)m (m)! 
: 90 : 
2n+2^2n-»-l 
(-M)+ffit !.+«••£.+«» -Mf 1+a+p; 
ilU'^t !+«» i+S?f 
n+1 
- z 




( l + a ) , 
nl 
- n , l+a-*f+n; 
1+a; 
1-x 
g i v e s 
(a,p-M) 
(1 + 2z 
IT ^ 1=1 ^ 
n rUi 
= Z 
(M)! Ml m*.- (l+5)ni i^P l^ 
2n+2*^2n+l 
(-M)+m, l+a-»£+m, -M, l+a+p; 
ita+M» i"*"**» itS» 
n+1 
- z 
( 5 . 3 . 4 ) 
( 5 . 3 . 5 ) 
( 5 . 3 . 6 ) 
In ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) s e t t i n g p^ ^ « 3 , q^^ = 2 , a^ ^^  = -M^, 
ajj^ = 1+aj^-tfj^, a-jj^  = a^ ,^ bj^ ^ = l+a^^, ^2^ « b^ ^ for i * 1 ,2 , . . . , n 
u s 3 , V = 2 , ej^  a -M, e2 = 1+a+p, e-j = a, f j^  = 1+a, fg = b. 
: 91 : 
we get 
t 3^= 
-Mj, 1+Oj^ +Pj^ , aj^ ; 
l+a^, b^; 
2Xj 3F2 
-M, 1+o+p, a; 
1+a, b; 
(-«), a+«*l)a (i)„ J ("i)"^ 
m- (i^)„, (b)„ (a)I 
i=l ^ 
3n+T 3n+2 
(-M)+m, JLto4^ '»-m, -M, 1+a+p, a; 
l+a+m, b+m, ^ -fm, 1+a, b; 
n+l 
- 2 (5.3.7) 
which on using the result [62; p. 158 (2.3)] 
(a,p), 






X , (5.3.8) 
reduces to 
n (ai»Pi-Mi) (o,p-M) 
til \ (ai»bi,zxp Hj^  (a.b, - — S ) 
(M)! Mi m—. (l+a)„ (b)^ (^ )I 
: 92 : 
3n+3 3n+2 
(-M)+ra, i+a+g.+m, -M, l+a+p,a; 
i+a+m, b-tg, _l+m, 1+a, b; 
n+1 
- z (5 .3 .9 ) 
For p^ = 1 , qj^  = 0 , a.^^s ai for i = l , 2 , . . . , n 
u =» 1, V = 0 , ej^  = e ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) g i v e s 
i t ^ o^ ^ ' 2 X i ,Fje; - ^ — ] it '^ i 
i=l ^ 
n m. 
m: (a) I n+l^n 
(a)+m, e; n+1 
- 2 ( 5 . 3 , 1 0 ) 
which with the help of the r e s u l t [26] 
-a 
^F^(a;z) = ( l - z ) , ( 5 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
y i e l d s 
-e 
E iii 1=1 
' ( j )+jn , e ; ^^^ 
( m ) l 
( 5 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
: 93 : 
For n = 2, p^ == P, P2 = r, q^  « q, q2 = s , x^ « x, 
y^ * y» (5 .2 .5 ) reduces to 
P ^ 
zx 
( b ) ; 
r% u ^ 
J y. J \. ' 
nH-n m n 
( V m ( ^ r > n ^ '^  V 






(ap)+in, (c^)+n, (e^); 
-z 
(bq)+in, (dg)+n, (f^), HH-I, n+1; 
(5.3.13) 
On taking p = r s u = 0 , q « s = » v = l, bj^  = 1+a, 
dj^  = 1+^ and fj^  = l+y and replacing x,z and y by - |, 
- I and -i^  respectively in (5.3.7), we get 
: 94 : 
2 2 2 
n n-2m nH-n m -2n 
( - 1 ) 4 y 2 X 
m,na-e» (l+a^m ^^"^^n ° i "1 
0^5 c|) 
1+a+m , 1+p+n , 1+Y, 1+m , l+n; 
(5 .3 .14) 
which with the help of the resu l t [102; p. 108 ( 1 ) ] 
n 
J„(z) ( 2 / 2 ) 
ni 
jF^(—; 1+n; - f - ) 
reduces to 
J„(t) Jp(y) J Y ( X ) 
a p Y 
2 y X 
a+p+Y * 
2 a i pi Yl " * " ' 
• » 
n n-2m m+n m - 2 n 
( -1 ) 4 y 2 X 
(l+a)jjj (1+P)n mi ni 
0^5 
» » 
( | ) -
1+a+m , 1+^+n , 1+Y , l+m, 1+n ; 
( 5 . 3 . 1 5 ) 
; 95 : 
On taking p = l , q » r * s « u « v » 0 , a |=s -Y and 
replacing "1;^ , zy and zx by Y^, 2WY and ^ respect ively 
in ( 5 . 3 . 1 3 ) , we get ( 5 . 1 . 1 ) . 
For aj^  = k+1, 82 * 1 and a^^ = 0 for i » 3 » 4 , . . . , n , 
zxj * t and zx2 = z t , (5 .3 .12) g ives ( 5 . 1 . 3 ) . 
In (5 .3 .13) set t ing p = u s i , q = r = s s = s v = 0 , 
aj^  = -2k, e^ ^ = 0 and replacing x by ^^^^Y and z by 
bt * 
(b-l)y » «« ge* 
2k - ( ^ ) c. m (-2k-l) 
(1-b) e -^^ ^ « £ b L^ j (t), |b| < 1 ^ 
mso 
(-2k-l) 
L_ (t) = 1 ^ (5.3.16) 
o 
which is a well known result [78; p. 190 (5.101)]. 
CHAPTER 6 
ON POLYMOMIALS ASSOCIATHO WITH HUMBERT'S POLYNOMIALS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Gould [39] presented a systematic study of an interest ing 
generalization of Humbert, Gegenbauer and several other polynomial 
systems defined by 
m p e* n 
(c-mxt + yt ) » E P- (m,x ,y ,p ,c ) t > (6 .1 .1) 
n«o 
where m i s a pos i t ive integer and other parameters are un-
restr icted in general . For the table of main specia l cases of 
( 6 . 1 . 1 ) , including Gegenbauer, Legendre, Tchebycheff, Pincherle, 
Kinney and Humbert polynomials, see Gould [ 3 9 ] . In [ 7 9 ] , 
Milovanovic and Dordevic considered the polynomials>b f 
i''n,mj n«o 
defined by the generating function 
^ , . . m -A «» A ^ 
G^(x,t) «(l-2xt+t) - Z b (x) t, (6.1.2) 
nao * 
where m£N and X > - ^» Note that 
Pn.l^'^^ * (2x- l ) (Horadam polynomials [43]) 
iC o( x) 
* n^ '^ ^ (Gegenbauer polynomials) 
: 97 : 
P1 -JCX) •b«a. i (x) (Horadam-Pethe 
'^n.a^ '^n+l^  polynomials [44]) 
tirtiere X " l > 2 f . • 
The e x p l i c i t form of the polynomial JD^  J,x) i s 
k n-mk 
^ tS] (-1) (^)^ir^iui^-) 
P n J x ) - E • (6 .1 .3) 
"'" k«o k» (n-mk)» 
The se t of polynomials denoted by S^ C^ x) considered by 
Sinha [116] , 
2 -V « y n 
[ l -2x t+t ( 2 x - l ) ] s Z S ( x ) t (6 .1 .4) 
n=o 
i s precisely a general ization of S (x) defined and studied 
by Shreshtha [ 1 1 2 ] . For V = ^, (6 .1 .4 ) gives associated 
Legendre polynomials S^(x). 
A generalization (and unification) of various polynomials 
mentioned above is provided by the def init ion 
m dl oo y n 
:-axt + bt (2x- l ) » Z P „ „ , K r r j ( ' « ) t 
J n-o n,m,a,b,c,d 
= E ^J^^t (6 .1 .5) 
n=o 
: 98 : 
In the present chapter we shal l give some basic re lat ion 
involving the generalized Humbert polynomials 0„(x) and then 
take up several operational r e s u l t s , series representations, 
hypergeometrie representations and expansions of ©n^ '^ ^ ^^ 
ser i e s of other polynomials which are best stated in terms of 
the generalized polynomials. Definit ion (6 .1 .5) of ©„(x) i s 
general enough to account for many of polynomials involved in 
generalized potential problems [ 4 7 ] , [48 ] , [ 4 9 ] . This i s in te -
res t ing s ince , as w i l l be shown, the polynomials ®«(x) contains 
[ 3 9 ] , [ 7 9 ] , [116] . 
rn-i 
'•m-' p p-k p-n+(ro-l)k k n-mx 
Pjj(m,x,y,p,c) = I ^k^^n-mk^ ^ ^ ^'^^ (6 .1 .6) 
k=o 
and 
y [§] (-1) ( V ) „ . ^ (2x)"" ^ (2x- l ) 
S_(x) = Z (6 .1 .7 ) 
k*o ki (n-2k)i 
,n 2k n-2k 
[§] ( 2 V ) „ (x-1) X 
= Z —5ij ''•• • (6 .1 .8) 
'''^ 2 (V + i ) ^ (n-2k)! kl 
: 99 : 
6.2 FINITE SERIES REPRESENTATIONS FOR G^(x) 
Here we obtain the following two f in i te ser ies representee 
t ions for ®j^(x) v i z . 
k -W-n+(nHl)lc n-mk^  d k 
[S] (-1) c (^)n+(l-«)k(«'^> t*^^2 -^^ > ^ 
©„(x) » £ 
" k-o kt (n-mk)l 
( 6 . 2 . 1 ) 
e,(x) 
[iJ=ia=§ii-] - v-n+(nHl)s k 
Z Z 
Vcso 8^0 
(V) , ( -k )3 (2V^2k)^2k- (n^2) 
(n-2k-(ra-2)s)l kl si 
ij^) n-(m-2)8 4bc(2x-l) 
- ^ 
(6 .2 .2 ) 
Proof of ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) : 
( 6 . 1 . 5 ) with the help of the resu l t [26] 
n 
- a (1-z) « iPo^«»^) = ^ 
n=o 
ni (6 .2 .3 ) 
y ie lds 
2 V > ^ 
ns»o 
n -V oo ^ 
= c Z -
n^o 
V) f^  
'n (c xt - | t " (2x- l ) 
d-vn 
(6 .2 .4 ) 
n t 
: 100 : 
Also we know that 
n n ni k n-k / , « «x 
(t+v) = Z '• t V (6 .2 .5 ) 
k«o k» (n-k)J 
Using ( 6 . 2 . 5 ) in ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) , we get 
k - V -n n-k f « d-jk k - v - n n-k f m < 
(-1) c (V)j^ (axt) [bt (2x- l ) c» n 00 n 
n*o " n=o k»o k\ (n-k)\. 
which on applying the re su l t f [ l 31 ; pp. 100 (2) and 101 (5)] 
Z Z B(k,n) « S E B(k,n+k) (6 .2 .6 ) 
n«o k"o n=o k»o 
and 
Z Z A(k,n) * E I A(k,n-mk) ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) 
n=*o k=o n=o k=o 
gives 
k -v-n+(nHl)k n-mk 
- _ n oo tS3 (-1) c (^)n^(l-m)k(-^) 
E ©^(x)t = Z Z 
n»o " n=o k=o ki (n-mk)l 
r d,k n 
lb (2x- l ) t , 
n On comparing the co -e f f i c i ent s of t from both s ides , we get 
the f i n i t e s er i e s representation (6 .2 .1) of ©j^(x). 
Proof of ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) : 
From ( 6 . 1 . 5 ) , vte have 
; 101 : 
r On(x)t 
n«o 
n c - a x t + bt (2x-l) I 
- y r * 2 2 . m d-i^^ 
1 - - S | t ^ ( | . x t ) . ( l^xt ) ^ 1 t (2X-1) J 
-V 
= c ( i - l f i ) -2V 
2 2 2 m d 
(« X t b t ( 2 x - l ) ) 
l . _d2I J 
( 1 - | « ) 
- V 





2 2 2 
a X t 
4c' 
m d 
bt ( 2 x - ; ) 
c 
1 - axt^ 
- (2V +2k) 
.Vco c ( V ) , ( 2 V + 2 k ) „ ^^2k n^2k 
C L E (#r) t 
nso kso ki nt 
• • 
- V - - k (V) , (2V+21c)„(- lc) , „^2^ 
c I r £ '^*> 
n*o k»o $>^ ni kI SI 
.axv"*^*' f 4 b c ( 2 x - l ) l"^  
^^ ^ l a^x^ J 
« t 
(in-2)s+n+2k 
: 102 : 
Replacing n by n-2k-(aH2)sy we get 
E ©„(x)t a E E E 




On comparing the co -e f f i c i en t s of t from both the 
s ides , we ge t the f i n i t e se r i es r ep re sen t a t i on (6 .2 .2 ) for 
©„(x). 
In (6.2.1) and (6.2.2), setting a = m = 2 , b = c = l 
and d a 1, we get the folloving series representation.s of 
Sinha [116; p. 439 (3 and 4)] 
k n-2k k 
^ [§] (-1) (V)^.^ (2x) (2x-l) 
S (x) » L (6.2.8) 
" k=o ki (n-2k)» 
2k n-2k 
V [5] ( 2 V ) ^ (x-l) X 
S„(x) = ^ E^ ^ • ^ (6.2.9) 
k! 2 (V + ^ ) ^ (n-2k)l 
If in (6.2.1) and (6.2.2), we set a = m, b = c = l and 
: 103 : 
d = 0 , we get 
k n-mk 
V fl^ (-^> ( ^ ) n . ( l - m ) k ( - ) 
h „(x) = Z (6.2.10) 
"'" k=»o k» (n-mk)» 
"»"' ~ kso s=o (n-2k- ( i f t -2 ) s ) l k i, SJ 
( 6 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
where h^ „ ( x ) i s Humbert polynomial [ 4 8 ] . 
11 y ID 
For m = a = 3 and V = 5 , (6 .2 .8) and ( 6 . 2 . 9 ) further 
reduce to 
k , n-3k 
\.\\ (-1) (^)n.2k ^'^^^ 
" P (x)»« = E — (6.2.12) 
" k=»o ki (n-3k)» 
[ i - S ] , (^ )k ( - '^>s (^ -2k)^ .2k- s (T^)"" ' ' 
" P n ( x ) " = Z Z > (6.2.13) 
k=o s=o (n -2k -s ) * k i s\ 
where " P „ ( x ) " i s Pincherle polynomial [ 4 8 ] . 
For m » a a 2 and W a ^, (6 .2 .8 ) and (6 .2 .9 ) give 
f i n i t e series representations of Legendre polynomial [102] , 
: 104 : 
[§] (-1) (|)n.k^2x) 
P^(x) * Z (6.2.14) 
" k=o ki, (n-2k)l. 
2 k n-2k 
[§] ni (x -1) X 
P^(x) = E 2—5U (6.2.15) 
^"^ (n-2k)» (k i ) 2 
(6 .2 .15) i s a well known resu l t [102; p.164 ( 1 ) ] . 
In (6 .2 .1) and ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) , sett ing m s a a 5 2 , b a c = l 
and d a Oy we get the following representations of Gegenbauer 
polynomial 
k n-2k 
[^] (-1) ( V ) ^ , (2x) 
C„(x) = E (6.2.16) 
" k=o k\ (n-2k)l 
n-2k 2 k 
^ ^2V)^ X (x -1) 
C„(x) » . (6 .2 .17) 
2^^ ( V + | ) k\ (n-2k)l. 
In (6 .2 .1 ) and ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) , set t ing a a c » l , d » o and 
2 2 
m =s 2 and replacing b and x by Az and 1+z+z respect ively , 
we get 
: 105 : 
^ k 2 n-2k 2 k 
. [§] (-1) ( V ) ^ . , , (U2+Z ) ( Az ) 
C " (2) . E 
n kso kt (n-2k)» 
(6.2.18) 
1+z+z^ 
^ ' " ' z X 
^n (*> 
[§3 (2V) (i±|i5^) f i - - i 
E — i : ! z — t — 1 ± 
^"^ 2^*" ( ^ + i ) l c ^\ (n-2k)l 
Xz' 
X 2±Sl (6.2.19) 
A/^ , 1 V ^f I \ 
where V > i , A i s a r ea l parameter. Note tha t f^  (z) i s 
r e l a t e d to cJJ(z) by the r e l a t i o n [25; p . 474 ( 1 . 2 ) ] 
" n 2yA z 
6.3 HYPERGEOMETRIC R£PR£SENTATION FOR &„( x) . 
The f i n i t e r ep r e sen t a t i on (6 .2 .1) for ®j^ ( x) i s of 
p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t to us in obtaining the following hyper-
geometric form for ©„(x) 
6„(,). ( V ) o. : ^ - " ( ax ) 
nr nnl 
n - rv f l 
m » " n T " ' 
X 
- n + m - l . 
m ro-1 d 
m be (2x»l) 
-V -n-H - V - n + 2 
m-i ' m-1 " 
- v - n . m - 1 . ( ° H l ) " " M a x ) " 
5^1 » 
where m 2 2 . ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) 
: 106 : 
Proof of (6 .3 .1) : 
Replacing a and k by v and (nh>l)k in (1.2.7) 
respectively, we get 
(B-Dk 
(-1) ( V ) „ 
( ^ ) n . ( n H l ) l c - 7 r - 7 - T ' 0 < ( m - l ) l c < n . (6.3.2) 
Also replacing I; by mk in (l.2.8)y we get 
mk 
(-1) ni 
(n-mk)l a — ', 0 j^  mk < n. (6.3.3) 
(•">ink 
Since we know [102; p.22 (Lemma 6)] that if m is a 
positive integer and k i s a non-negative integer then 
mk m «^« 1 
(-"'mk = "• T : ( = ^ ) k . (6-3.4) 
S a l 
fteplacing a,m and n by ( 1 - v - n ) , (m-1) and k in 
(1*2.10) respect ively , we get 
, (nr-l)k (m-l) . ^-rw-n 
< ^ - ^ - " > ( n . . l ) k - ( - ^ > ^ ( ^ 5 T ^ ) k ' 
k - 0 ,1 ,2 , (6.3.5) 
! 107 : 
Using ( 6 . 3 . 2 ) , ( 6 . 3 . 3 ) , (6 .3 .4 ) and ( 6 . 3 . 5 ) in ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) , 
we arrive a t ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) . 
If in (6 ,3 .1 )» we set a = m =* 2 and b = c = d = 1, 
we get 
s;;(x) 
( V ) ^ (2x) 
n\ 2^1 
n -n+l. 2» -5—' 
1- V -n ; 
2 x - l (6 .3 .6 ) 
which is a known resu l t [116; p. 442 ( 1 2 ) ] . 
In ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) , set t ing a^m, bsc=l and d=o, we get tha 
following hypergeometrie representation of Humbert polynomial 
n 




n -n-t-l *n->>m-l 
m' m ' • • • » m » 
«v»n-H - v ^ m - 2 -v-n-t-m-l 
-m 
(m-1) m-1 
itt-T"*" m-J , • • • ,- m-r-' 
(6 .3 .7) 
For m = 2, ( 6 . 3 . 7 ) gives hypergeometrie representation 
of Gegenbauer polynomial 





>Fi[ j S , zn±l. i - v - n ; x ] J (6 .3 .8) 
: 108 : 







-5—; 5 - n ; X (6.3.9) 
In ( 6 , 3 . 1 ) , sett ing a = c = l , m s s 2 , d = o and 
2 2 
replacing b and x by Xz and 1+z+z respect ive ly , 
we get the following representation 
^ ^ ^ ^ ) 
( v ) ^ (1+z+z^) 
ni 
2^1 _ S '^^-1- V - n - — ^ (1+Z+Z ) 
(6 .3 .10) 
>>v. For X « 2 and V = 1, f^ (z) reduces to fj^i^)' As 
remarked by Oilcher [ 2 5 ] , f^Cz) i s polynomial of degree 2n, 
and their co -e f f i c i ents are rows of the 'Pascal type' triangle 
(after normalizing) (See, e . g . , [25} p. 473 ( 1 . 1 ) ] . In view of 
( 6 . 3 . 8 ) , equation (3.1) of Dilcher*s result [25; p . 476] readi ly 
follow from ( 6 . 3 . 1 0 ) . 
: 109 : 
6.4 ADDITIONAL GENERATING FUNCTION FOR e ^ ( x ) . 
We now obta in the following four add i t iona l generat ing 
functions for 0 ( x) • 
« «„ (x ) t J. _n 
n«o ( V ) 
n 
nso 
- v - n n 
c (axt ) 
ni 
iF.[ v+.;^,-4B4i iiisfiti; - Si-U|:ii- 1 (6.4.i) 
( e ) „ e „ ( x ) t . ( e ) „ e - V - n (axt) n 
£ 






e-fn e-t-n-fl e-t-n-mnl. 
^ + n » -m-» 
\>+n V-t-n-t-l 
» • • • • » m fc. in d 
- -g t (2x- l ) 




- v - n - 2 k n+2kr.. 2^m-2/ 
» 0„(x)t oo 00 k 
J: - T W T - = £ £ £ 
nao TT^ 
(,k)^(^t)"^-'-j4bc^tg2x-l)<^] 
n n-o k .o 8=0 2^'^(V + ^)j^ ki ni(2V+n+2l5j 
m-2)s ®. 
(6 .4 .3) 
: 110 : 
n (.)„e„(x)t -v-n-2k 
n"0 ( 2 v ) , 
S S £ 
n^^ k«o s»o -St ' 
ni k. 2 ( v + ^ ) ^ (2V^.n+2k)(^2)s SI 
( ^ ) 
n+2k 
2 m-2 d 
4bc t (2x- l ) 
77 (6 .4 .4) 
Proof of ( 6 . 4 . 1 ) : 
FroB ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) , we have 
- e„Cx)t 
£ 
n-o (V ). 
k -v-n+(ra-l)k n-mk 
, t f ] (-1) e ( ^ ) „ + ( l - . ) l c ( « ) 
n»o k-o (V )^ ki (n-mk)I 
d k n 
[b(2x- l ) ] t . 
On using the re su l t [131; p . 101 ( 6 ) ] , we ge t 
- [§] 
£ £ B(k,n) 
n*o kso 
0* 0* 
» £ £ B(k,n>nik) j 
nsQ k^ Bo 
(6 .4 .5) 
we get 
«• n «• o» 
£ a £ r 
n"0 (V )^ n=o k«o 
( - 1 ) ' e - " - " " nf d] Ic , 
^^^n -^k^"^ tb(ax- l ) j t n-t-mk 
( V ) 
n-t-mk ki ni 
: 111 : 
which with the help of the re su l t (1 .2 .5) and Gauss's mult i -





« c ( a x t ) 00 
( y + n ) . 
m d 
_ bt (2x - l ) 
cm 
( V ) „ n=o m ni lc«o TT (Ji iSif iz i ) ki 
which i s equivalent to ( 6 . 4 . 1 ) . 
Proof of ( 6 . 4 . 2 ) : 
If e is an arbitrary number, may be a complex number, 
then (6.2.1) gives 
(e)„ «„(x)t 
n-0 (V), 
n»o k»o (^)n kl (n-mlc)l 
n 
On using the resu l t ( 6 . 4 . 5 ) , we get 






(^>n*k ( « ) 
<V)n+™ic kl n. 
r / V ^, n+mk [b(2x-l) ] t , 
: 112 : 
which with the help of the resul t (1 .2 .5 ) and Gauss's multi-
pl icat ion theorem (1.2.10) reduces to 
n 
(e)„ 0„(x)t 
nao (V ) 
n 
n»o 
-v -n n 
(e)^ c (axt) 
ni 







which i s equivalent to ( 6 . 4 . 2 ) . 
Proof of ( 6 . 4 . 3 ) : 
From ( 6 , 2 . 2 ) , we have 
Z - 2 « z 
-V-n+(m- l ) s n-(nH2)s 
I S — , 
["-'r^'^], c' 
n»o ( 2 V ) „ n=o k=o s«) (n-2k-(m-2)sl kl ni ( 2 v ) 
* • • n 
(2V+2k)„.2k.(m-2)s 4bc(2x-l) 
a X 
: 113 : 
Replacing n by n+2k+(iD-2)s in r i g h t hand s i d e , we g e t 
• «n("> * 
- V - n - 2 K .-, n+2k 
c ( v ) ^ ( - k ) 3 ( 2 V + 2 k ) ^ ( | 2 ) 
£ £ £ 
n-o ( 2 V ) ^ n«o k-o 8-0 ni ki si (2V )^^2k+(m-2)8 
2 d 
4bc ( 2 x - l ) 
a X 
n+2k+(ra-2)s 
On us ing the r e s u l t ( 1 * 2 . 5 ) , we g e t ( 6 . 4 . 3 ) . 
Proof of ( 6 . 4 . 4 ) : 
If e i s an arbitrary number, may be complex, then 
( 6 . 2 . 2 ) g i v e s 
n ( e ) n © . ( x ) t -V-n+(itt- l)s n - n — " CO •• ^ — J k " ( e ) „ ( v ) 
n=o ( 2 V ) 
n 
rn- m-2)si 
« ^ 2 J k ^ ^- 'n^- 'k 
a E £ E . 
n=o k=o s=o (n-2k-(nH2)s) l kl si ( 2 V ) 
<2^*2k)„.2,.(^2),(-k)^ (ax) n-(iD-2)s 4bc(2x-l) ?J 
: 114 : 
Replac ing n by ivi-2k<»'(o>-2)5 in r i g h t hand s i d e . 
we g e t 
(e)„ V ' * - v - n - 2 k + s 
n«o ( 2 V ) , Z Z 1 n=o kaso s=o 
^®'n+2k+(m-l)s ^ ® 
ni ki SI 
» » 
(2y +2k), 








On using the r e s u l t ( 1 . 2 . 5 ) , we arr ive a t ( 6 . 4 . 4 ) . 
I f in ( 6 . 4 . 1 ) , we s e t a s m , b = c = 1 and d = o 




ns«o ( V ) ns=o n\ 
i''™ 
m 
v,n>V-*-n v+n-t-l «vj+n+Dtl-t 
m 
• ( 6 .4 .5 ) 
In ( 6 . 4 . 5 ) , se t t ing m =* 2, we get the generating 
function for Gegenbauer polynomial C (x) 
: 115 : 
- C„(x)t ^ (2xt) 
I _ . E 




. ( 6 * 4 . 6 ) 
For m « 3 and V ^ 4 , (6 .4 .5 ) gives the generating 
function for Pincherle polynomial '*P^(x)*' 









3 5 3 
y n ^ n , ^ 
T*"' "T" * 27 
(6 .4 .7 ) 
For m » 2, and V« 4f ( 6 .4 .5 ) g ives the generating 
function for Legendre polynomial P|)(x) 
« P„(x) t 
E -IS 
n»o /Ix n=o 
(2xt) 
ni r 2 
l.n. l!2 2!:. zt 
5+n; - ^ , ^ 5 - ; (6 .4 .8) 
In ( 6 . 4 . 1 ) , vve set a » m * 2 and b » c = d a 1. Thus 
we get the generating function for S (x) 
V n 
Z 
n=o ( v ) „ n=o 
(2xt) 
: i l L F ( v + n - ^ ^ Jiitn±l. - t ( 2x - l ) 
— ip2[ '^^"' 2 • 2 ' % 
( 6 . 4 . 9 ) 
: 116 : 
For a = 2 , b » c = l and d » o, (6 .4 .1 ) g ives the 





( V ) 
n n 
o. (2xt) 






which generalizes the well known c lass of Horadam, Gegenbauer 
and Horadara-Pethe polynomials* 
In (6#4 .2) , se t t ing a « m = 2 and b « c = d = 1, 






\j j.« e-t-n e-fn-fl 
.iliD V+n»l 
-r»—5 1 
- t (2x- l ) (6.4.11) 
For e = V , (6 .4 .11) reduces to a known r e s u l t of 
Sinha [116; p . 439 (2)J 
: 117 : 
ee V n 2 




If in ( 6 . 4 . 2 ) , we se t a » m , b a i c a l and d » o. 
we get the generating function for Humbert polynomial 
n 
nao ( V ) nso 












which further reduces to a known resu l t [131; p. 86 (26)] 
n=o 
-V 
(1 - mxt + t°) (6.4.14) 
for e =s \ i . 
In ( 6 . 4 . 1 3 ) , set t ing ra s* 3 and V a ^ , we get the 
generating function for Pincherle polynomial •*? (x)'* 
n»o 
(«)„"?„('*)"* 






1 . e+n e+n+1 2+n, j , ~"3~"f 
1 3 5 2+n -j+n -j+n 
e+n+2. 
3 » 3 
-t . (6.4.15) 
: 118 : 
For m - 2» V - ^t ( 6 . 4 . 1 3 ) g i v e s the g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n 











ia.« e-*-n e+n+1. 




I f in ( 6 . 4 . 3 ) , we s e t a = m = 2 , b = c = l and d = o, 
we g e t the fo l lowing g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n 
^^ «( x) t 1, 
Z = E E E 
( . k ) 3 ( ^ ) ( ^ ) 
m X 
n=o (2V ) 
n 
n=o k=o s=o "W 
n . k . s , 2 (V+^)k(2V-Hn+2k) (^2)s 
( 6 . 4 . 1 7 ) 
In ( 6 . 4 . 1 7 ) , s e t t i n g m = 3 and ^ =* i t we g e t 
n 
0 . " P „ ( x ) " t oo o. 
Z —S = Z E 
n=o ni n=o k=o 
/3x tx (-5-) n+2k 4 t 
( k i ) n» 2 
i F , [ - k ; l + n + 2 k ; ^ ] ^ ( 6 . 4 . 1 8 ) 
2k ^ ^ gx"^ 
where " P ^ ( x ) " i s P i n c h e r l e p o l y n o m i a l . 
: 119 : 
If in ( 6 . 4 . 3 ) , we se t a « m = 2 and b s c = d = 1, 
we get a known resul t of Sinha [116; p. 444 (22)] 
V n S«(x ) t o» n 
Z 
n«o ( 2 V ) „ 
= exp(xt) J^ 
2 2 
(6 .4 .19) 
For V s ^ » (6 .4 .17) gives the generating function of 




n+2k "^^ * 
£ £ £ " * 
n»o k«o 3=0 nl k^  8 1. ( i+5)^ (m^"'^2k)(„_2)8 
•(6.4.20) 
If in (6 .4 .4) we s e t a » m = 2 and b = c = d = 1, then 





( 2 V ) ^ = (1-xt) 2^^ 
2 2 
% S+i. v+ i - <x-l) t 2* 2 ' 2* : 2 (1-xt) 
(6 .4 .21) 
In ( 6 . 4 . 4 ) , set t ing a=m, b a c » 1 and d a o, we get 
the generating function for Humbert polynomial 
: 120 : 
( e ) „ h' ( x ) t 00 ' n n , m 
Z 
n=o (2V ) 
n 
E Z E j^j 
n=o k=o s=o ni k\ SI, 2 ( V + | ) ^ ( 2 V +n+k) 
(m-2)s 
^ n+2k .^."*"^ s 
m X 
(6.4.22) 
For e = 2V » (6 .4 .22) reduces to the following 
genera t ing function 
oo y n o» 
n=o "'"^ n=o 




a y *n^ 2J|L*nil. ^^ 1 . ( j ^ . t ) m (6.4.23) 
which fur ther reduces to a known generat ing function of Humbert's 
polynomials [131;p.86 (26)] 
m 
_ V 
^ h^ J x ) t = (1 - mxt + t ) . 
n=o "'"^ 
(6.4.24) 
If in ( 6 . 4 . 2 2 ) , we s e t m = 3 and v * j , we get 




n n n+2lc 
o. o, 2 ( e V 2 k < 3 x t ) 
I I 5 X 
n«o ksso ni (ki ) 
• ' • 
2^1 




For e « 1, (6 .4 .25) further gives the following 
generating function 







- t ) t f (6.4.26) 
which i s equivalent to 




In ( 6 . 4 . 2 2 ) , set t ing V>*-, we get the generating 
function for Kinney polynomial 
n 
o. <«>n Pn^°'''*>* - - k 
Z J5 — s E Z E 
n«o (2) 
(»>, ,*2k<-' '>3<«*"*^'' \«-2) . 
n « k=o 3 ^ „, k, , , 2 ^ ( i + ^ ) „ ( | « . * 2 k ) ( ^ 2 ) , -> 
^mxt\ n+2k 
nj-2,s 
4 t TT 
m X 
(6.4.28) 
: 122 : 
6 .5 EXPANSION OF 9^( x) IN SERIES OF POLYNOMIALS 
A. Expansion of d^( x) In Series Of Legendre Polynonials . 
Here we give following form of expansion of O^ C^x) in 
s er i e s of Legendre polynomials 
n-r«-oW ^ -v*-n+(m-l)(lc-s) 
j i t i l f c a h ] ^ ( .1 ) c (^)n.(l.m)s*(l.m)k^-»^> 
© (x) « r E 3 
k-o s=o ki SI (5)n-mk-(l-m)s 
( 2 n - 2 . k . 2 ( 2 ^ ) s . l ) p^,^^,^^,^^^ (|2S) [ b ( 2 x - l ) ' ] ' " ' (6 .5 .1) 
Proof: 
From ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) , we have 
m-W-n+(m-l)k r^ vN '^™'^  
n . CS] (-^) - (^)n.(l.m)k^'^^ 
S ©^(x)t = E E 
J^ 
j< 
n-o " n=o k*o ki, (n-mk)|. 
d k n 
[b(2x-l) ] t . 
On using the result ( 6 . 4 . 5 ) , we get 
k -v-n-k n d '^  n+mk 
n c • (-i> c (V)^^ (ax) [b (2x- l ) ] t 
E ©^(x)t a E E - — — — - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ — _ 
» • 
nao n=o k=o ki ni 
(6 .5 .2) 
: 123 : 
With the he lp of the r e s u l t [102; p.181 (theorem 6 5 ) ] , 
we have 
[ § ] (2n .4s^ l ) P ^ 2 s ^ r > 
( J i ) = E . ( 6 . 5 . 3 ) 
Using ( 6 . 5 . 3 ) in ( 6 . 5 . 2 ) , we get 
„ , - t^ 5 (-l)V"'""'(V)„^,(2n-4s*l)[b(2x-l)V 
Z & Ax)t = I E S X 
n=o n=o k-o s=o k» si 
n+mk 
^ . 2 , ( | ^ ) t 
<5)n-s 
Which with the help of the r e s u l t s [ l 3 1 ; pp. 100 ( l ) and 101(4) ] 
E E A(k,n) = E E A(k,n-k) ( 6 . 5 . 4 ) 
n=o kao n=o k=o 
and 
00 ^ oo oe 
E E B(k,n) = E E B(k,n+2k) > ( 6 . 5 . 5 ) 
nsso k=o n=o k=o 
reduces to 
: 124 : 
k+s -v-n-s -k 
n c- CO k (-1) c (^)n+s+k 
E © ( x ) t « E S Z T % 
nao " n«o k=o s=o (k-s) l s j (5)0+8 
d '^ '^  ^^  n+mk+(2-m)s 
[b(2x-l) ] (2n+l) Pn(f^)t 
(6 .5 .6) 
Using (1 .2 .8 ) in ( 6 . 5 . 6 ) , replacing n by n-mk-(2-m)s in 
n 
right hand side and comparing the coe f f i c i ents of t from 
both the s i d e s , we get ( 6 . 5 . 1 ) . 
If in ( 6 . 5 . 1 ) , we set a ^ n i , b = c = l and d » o, 
we get the expansion for Humbert polynomial h_ _(x) 
l i y l u 
trj=i|n=|Is.3 k ( - l ) ^ ^ ) n - ( l . m ) s . ( l . m ) k ( - ' ^ > s 
h„ „( x) = E Z x 
^'' ®l ^^)n-mk-(l-m)s 
(2n.2mk-2(2.m)s^l) P „ . „ , . ( 2 . „ ) , (f^) . (6 .5 .7 ) 
For W = —, (6 .5 .7 ) gives the expansion of Kinney 
polynomial P (m,x) 
: 125 : 
[ X C i ! ^ ] ^ ( -1 ) ' (4)MI. .O .*(!-») k'-^^ 
P„(m,x) 
lc=*o s*K> u / 3 \ 
•". " . '3 'n- i i ik- ( l - i i i )s 
(2n-2»k-2(2-«),+l) P„.„k.(2-«)s ^¥'> • (^.S.S) 
In ( 6 . 5 . 7 ) , s e t t i n g m =» 3 and V * ^ , we get 
[2^] k ( - l )^?)n+2s-2k(- '^ )s^2n.6k^2s+l)P„ ,3 ,^^(f2) 
" P _ ( x ) " « Z Z 
^'"^ ^'^ k» s, ih 5'n-3k+2s 
(6 .5 .9) 
where * 'P_(x)" i s Pincherle polynomial. 
I f in (6 .5 .1 ) f we s e t a = m s 2 y b = c = c l = l y w e ge t 
a known r e s u l t of Sinha [116; p . 447 (31)3 
S„{x) • E j ^ i t - ' ' ' »'+n-k; |+n-2l(} ^ i ^ ] 
k 
( ^ ) n . k ^^"2x) (2n-4k+l) P^.gk^'^^ 
> — • . (6 .5 .10) 
^\ (5)n-2k 
: 126 : 
B* Expansion of &»(x) In Series Of Gegenbauer Polynomials 
V C„(x) 
Here we prove the following form of Gegenbauer polynomials 
r^( m-o\ « ^ -v-n+( 1-m) s+( DHl) k 
©_(x) « £ r » 
k=o sao ki St 
• t 
(-k)^ (V4-n-2s-m(k.s)) c;;.2s-m( k-s) (f^)[»^(2x-l) ] " 
• . (6 .5 .11) 
^^ ^n+l-mk-(l-m)s 
Proof: 
With the help of the result [102; p. 283 ( 3 6 ) ] , 
we have 
(ax)" f23 (V^n-2s)C„%3(f2) 
= E • (6.5.12) 
n. s=o s i ( V ) „ ^ ^ . 3 
n 
Putting this value of ^^ ^^  in ( 6 . 5 . 2 ) , we get 
. -w-n-k ^^  ^ rt,k 
n oo « [5] (-1) <^  (V)„^^ (V+n-s)[b(2x-l) ] 
S ©n(x)t « E E E J- •* 
nao n=o k-o s»o "^  . 
— i 
: 127 : 
which with the help of the result (6.5«4) and (6.5.9i reduces to 
Ic-8 .y-n-s-k 
E 9 (x)t « E Z E 
n«o n«o kao s*o (k-s)\ 
<^ ^ V ^^ n+2s-Hn(k-8) 
[b(2x-l) ] C„(|2)t 
. (6.5.13) 
*i ^^>n^s+l 
Using (1 .2 .8 ) in ( 6 . 5 . 1 3 ) , replacing n by n-2s-m(k-s) in 
n 
r igh t hand side and comparing the co-e f f i c ient of t from both 
the s ides , we get (6 .5 .11) • 
In ( 6 . 5 . 1 1 ) , we s e t a = m , b « c = l and d = o, 
we get the expansion for Humbert polynomial h^ m^  ^^  
h (x) * E E * 
(V+n-2s-ni(lc-,)) c;;;_2,.„( ^. , ) ( f 2 ) . (6 .5 .14) 
In (6 .5 .14 ) , se t t ing v = •^, we get 
in=L^^ , ( -^ ) ' ( s )n . (m- l ) s . ( l -m)k (-'^>s 
P„(m,x) = E E -x" ^ 
k ^ s=o 1 '^  ^ ^i^n+l-mk-(l-m)s 
(i+n.2s-m(k-s)) C 2 s - m ( k-s) ^¥K (6 .5 .15) 
: 128 ! 
where P (m,x) i s Kinney polynomial. 
For a = m = 3 and v » w , (6 .5 .14) gives the expansion 
of Pincherle polynomial 
1 
[Ujsj ^ (-l)'(^)„^2s-2k(-'^)s(5^"-3'^^^)Cn-3k+s ^¥^ 
*'Pjx)" = I Z 
n' k=o s=o kt SI (^)n-H-mk-(l-m)s 
(6.5.16) 
If in ( 6 . 5 . 1 1 ) , we set a - m = 2 and b = c = d = l , 
we get a known resu l t of Sinha [116; p. 450 (40)] 
S„(x) = E 2pj[-k, V+n-k; V+n-l-2k% - j f ^ ] 
k=o 
k V 
(V)^_j^ ( l -2x) (W+n-2k) C^.2k^x) 
• (6 .5 .17) 
'^ l <^>n+l-2k 
C. Expansion of ©^(x) In Series of Hermite Polynomials. 
We now prove the following form of expansion of © (x) 
in series of Hermite polynomials H^( x) . 
: 129 : 
/ r^\ k -y-n+( 1-m) ( s-k) 
ft (x) « E E ; ;^  X 
" k=o s=o ki SI (n-2s-m(k- l ) ) ! 
fhfov n ^ ' " ' H ^¥^ (6.5.18) 
[ b ( 2 x - l ) J H^.2s-m(k-s) ^ 
Proof: 
With the help of the r e s u l t [102; p . 194 ( 4 ) ] , we have 
( a x ) " f^ ^ "n-2s ^¥^ 
= 2 . (6 .5 .19) 
n\ s=o SI (n-2s)* 
• • • 
n 
On putting t h i s value of •*-^ ^*— in ( 6 . 5 . 2 ) , we g e t 
LaxI 
k k - V - n - k d 
E e„(x)t = z z z 
ns© " n«o k=o s=o ki si (n-2s) \ 
n+m+k 
"n-2s 'f'' * 
which with the help of the r e s u l t (6 .5 .4) and (6 .5 .5 ) reduces to 
. k-s - v - n - s - k r . / ^ , \ ^ , k - s 
« , n « CO ic (-^) c ( ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ b ( 2 x - l ) ] 
I &Ax)t = T, Z Z n=o ^ n=o k=o s=o (k-s) l s i n i 
n+2s-Hm( k-s) 
•n ^T-i ' H„ (4^) t . (6 .5 .20) 
: 130 : 
Use ( 1 . 2 . 8 ) in ( 6 . 5 . 2 0 ) , replace n by n-2s-m( k-s) in 
r ight hand side and compare the co -e f f i c i ent of t from 
both the s ides , to arrive at ( 6 . 5 . 1 8 ) . 
If in ( 6 . 5 . 1 8 ) , we s e t a » m - 2 and b » c » d » l , 
we arrive at a known resu l t of Sinha [116; p. 452 ( 4 6 ) ] . 
( V ) „ . ^ ( l . 2 x ) % „ . 2 k < ' ^ > 
• (6.5.21) 
k\ (n -2k) \ 
On set t ing a s m , b » c a > l and d a* o in ( 6 . 5 . 1 8 ) , 
we get the following expansion of Humbert polynomial 
r n-( m-2) Si k / ^\ 
h^  (X) - ^ " T ^ ' t (-X) (v)..c^;)(s-,)'^>- . 
" • " k«o s=o k i SI (n-2s-iii(k-s))t 
« n - 2 , - « ( k - , ) < P ) . (^•^•22) 
For V = ^» (6 .5 .22) g ives the expansion for Kinney 
polynomial 
t m *^  k "^^ ^ ^m^n+(m-l)(s-k)^"'^^s "n-2«-m(k-s) f^^ ^ 
P„(m,x) = r 
k«o sao kt SI (n-2s-m(k-s)) I 
(6 .5 .23) 
: 131 : 
In ( 6 . 5 . 2 2 ) , setting a « m = 3 and v = 5 , 
we get 
[ ^ ] , ( - l ) ' ( 5 ) n ^ 2 ( s . k ) ( - ' ^ ) s H n * s . 3 k < r ) 
"P.Cx)" » E S f (6.5.24) 
Icao Sao ki SI (n+s-3k) \ 
vriiere **P ( x ) " i s Pincherle polynomial. 
D. Expansion of 0 (x) In Series of Leguerre Polynomials. 
Here we prove the following expansion of ©^(x) in series 
of Laguerre polynomials 
k+s -w-n+(ra-l)k 
[n-(n>-2)k][n/2] '" l ) <= "^)n.(m-l)k (^*''>n 
© ( x ) = £ Z ' •• J 
" s=o k=o ki (n-s-mk)\ ( l+a)^ 
n-mk d (a) -v 
2 [b(2x-l) ] Lg ( |2) (6 .5 .25) 
Proof: 
With the help of the resu l t [102; p. 207 ( 2 ) ] , we have 
• s £ — - — — — — _ _ . (6 .5 .26) 
n i s=o (n-s)l (1+a)^ 
: 132 : 
n 
On putting this value of ^^j^ in ( 6 . 5 . 2 ) , we get 
k - v - n - k n d k 
s 
I Q ( x ) t » E E E 
na»o nsso k«o s«o kj ( n - s ) \ (l+a) 
which with the help of the result ( 6 . 2 . 6 ) and [131; p. ICX) (3 ) ] 
CO « « ^ 5 ^ 
E E A(k,n) = E E A(k,n-2k)> (6.5.27) 
n«o k=so n=o k=so 
reduces to 
k+s - V -n-s+k n-2k+s [^] (-1) c ( V ) _ . _ . . 2 
n « « >-3jj \ *^  ^ \ - 'n+s-k 
E ©„(x)t = E E E ;^  
n=o " n=so s=o k»o ki (n-2k)l (l+a) s 
d '^  (a) ,^ n+s+(nH2)k 
[b(2x- l ) J (1+a)^ Lg ( | 2 ) t . (6 .5.28) 
Replacing n by n-s-(in-2)k on r ight hand side of (6.5.28) 
n 
and connjaring c o - e f f i c i e n t of t from both the sides we arrive 
at (6.5.25) . 
If in ( 6 . 5 . 2 5 ) , we set a = m = 2 and b = c = d = 1, 
we get a known r e s u l t of Sinha [116; p. 453 (49) ] 
: 133 : 
< < " ) 




-(a+n) - U + n - l ) . 2 x - l 
2 ' 2 ^' "7"" 
^%^, -^"-r'U(i-v-n), 
(a) 
( - n ) , L 3 (X) 
(1+a) 
(6.5.29) 
In ( 6 . 5 . 2 5 ) , s e t t i n g a = m, b - c = 1 , and d = o, 
we g e t the fo l lowing expansion for Humbert polynomial 
^ , m ( - > 
k+s 
[n.(n>.2)s] t^i ^''^ ( ^ ) n - ( n > . l ) k ^ ^ * « > n 2 
£ £ 
s«o k=o ki (n-s-mk)l ( 1 + a ) . 
• * 5 
" - ° ^ , ^ « ^ m x ^ 
^s ^2 ^ 
( 6 . 5 . 3 0 ) 
m' 




[n-(ra-2)s] ^^^ ^-^^ ^l^n^m-Dk^^-^^^n 2 
n-mk (a) 
s^ 4 ^ 
s=o k=o k\ (n-s-mk)l ( l+o) 
( 6 . 5 . 3 1 ) 
In ( 6 . 5 . 3 0 ) , s e t t i n g a=ra=3 and V = i , we ge t 
k+s , n-3k (o) ^„ 
[ n - s ] t ? ] ( - 1 ) ( 5 ) „ - 2 k ( l * « ) n 2 >-, ( | 2 ) 
**P„(x)*' = I Z 
" s=o k=o ki (n-s-3k)« (1+a) 
• . ( 6 . 5 . 3 2 ) 
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